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It's Like 
Getting 50 

Bucks to 
Have Fun. 

Suggested Retail Price 
$299.99 

See, it goes like this... 
you trade in your old 

16-bit unit 
and get the brand new 

"[urcna 
for only $249.99. 

That's a $50 Savings! 
Turbo Duo comes with: 

•Two Free CD's loaded with these awesome games: 

Gate of Thunder New!!! 

Bonk's Adventure 

Bonk's Revenge 

Y's Book I + II 

•Ninja Spirit (TurboChip) 
•TurboForce Magazine and ten $5 coupons good towards any TurboChip, 

CD game or accessory you buy. 

Top 10 hot TurboGrafx-CD Titles. 
□ Shape Shifter 92218001306 $49.99 
□ Prince Of Persia 92218001498 $49.99 
□ Dragon Slayer 92218001542 $49.99 
□ Shadow Of The Beast 92218001559 $49.99 
□ Loom 92218001658 $49.99 
□ Forgotten Worlds 92218001665 $49.99 
□ Camp California Coming Soon 92218001351 $49.99 
□ Lords Of Thunder Coming Soon 92218001696 $49.99 
□ Dungeon Explorer 2 Coming Soon 92218001702 $49.99 
□ Riot Zone Coming Soon 92218001719 $49.99 
Ordering Instructions 

Send this order coupon and game unit to: 

TurboZone 

Shipping Instructions: 

P.O. Box 938 

Santa Clarita, CA 91380-9038 

Securely wrap game unit along with power 

supply and controller. Include instruction manual 

if available. Make sure to include your check, 

money order, or credit card information 

to the above listed address. 

LEASE PRINT CLEARLY 

D Mastercard / Visa 
NAME Of CARDHOLDER 

SIGNATURE Of CARDHOLDER 

CH Personal check 

D Money order # 

Address: 

DRIVER'S LICENSE # 

Referred by: 

Turbo Duo (only $249.99 with 16-bit trade in) 

(only $269.99 with 8-bit trade in) 

Subtotal of Software 

S & H ($6.95/Residents of HI and Puerto Rico $8.95) 

or 

S & H ($11.95/2nd day Air service available) 

8.25% Sales Tax for CA, NY residents 

6.25% Sales Tax for IL residents 

5.50% Sales Tax for GA residents 

Total 

Limit one Turbo Duo per customer while supplies last. 

-! 

The units that apply for trade in value are TurboGrafx-16, or other 16-bit video game systems. 
Trade in your 8-bit system for a $30 discount and pay only $269.99 for the Turbo Duo. 

00-995-9203 (8:30 - 3:30 PST) 

Prices and policies are subject to change without notice. We do not accept C.O.D. orders. We reserve the right to refuse any orders or purchases. 

Some items may not be available when you read this. No refunds. Defective Turbo Duos replaced only after inspection by TurboZone. 

We will not be responsible for freight charges incurred for return of defective merchandise. All shipping is via U.P.S. 

PLEASE ALLOW 10-14 DAYS FOR DELIVERY. (CHECKS WILL TAKE LONGER TO PROCESS) 

Offer available in the U.S. only. 
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Welcome to Game Fan number 5. We finally made it to 100 pages 
and we’re glad you’re here to check it out. What I’m concerned about this 
month is how some so-called editors can bag on Sega, saying they had a 
terrible showing at CES and basically are totally blowing it. What’s 
behind this? They manage to successfully paint a totally negative picture 
without looking at the positives, such as Spot, Fatal Fury, Flashback, 
Shinobi 3, Landstalker, Rocket Knight Adventures, Cyborg Justice, 
Splatterhouse 3 and X-Men, which are all excellent carts that are ready to 
go, and Batman Returns, Terminator CD, Silpheed, Wonderdog, Heimdall, 
Jaguar X4220, Road Avengers and FingJ Fight, some of which are break¬ 
through CD games trait bring us new technology like hardware scaling 
and fractal polygons for the first time, and are alsoftery close to comple¬ 
tion Not to meption the Virtual Reality glasses, which I know first hand 

flKi 
on. 

ill be aweso 
What gflYes these boneheads the right to cut Sega down, often the 

circurpstarrees, in front omhousands of gamers? Talk about mislra|||ng 
the public! I bet you won’t t|fee them chomping on Nintendo any time 
sqon. What puzzles me even further is the Sega ads plastered through¬ 
out their contdtus! Sega doesn’t even advertise with us (yet), but we 
wouldn’t da 

yjf matter. Bott 
them decid 

start taking pot shot^at them or anyone else for that 
aijsumers (gamers) and let 

he.(Thanks for listening and enjoy the issue. 

3 start takiifg pot shotsfi 
lin^, brincyflie'info to fh 
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Pro Quarterback ©1992 Tradewest, Inc. Licensed to Tradewest by The Leland Nintendo, Super Nintendo Entertainment System and the official seals are registered Sega and Genesis are 
Corporation. Pro Quarterback is a trademark of P&P Mktg, Inc. trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. ©1991 Nintendo of America Inc. trademarks of Sega 

Enterprises Ltd. 

^/TRADEWEST Inc., 2400 South Highway 75, Corsicana, Texas 75110 903-874-2683 
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Velcome to Game Fan’s TOP TEN and MOST WANTE 
ers.... Keep them coming, because each time ypu 
nonthly drawing to win.pnie of the-apodilsow^e.bc? 

7 ' ■** 

^eresare the results based on your cards and let-, 
iae-irtetrqdtions below) your name will go into-3’ 
page. $qn>j&e your picks and send ‘em in! 

1 Sonic CD (sega cd) 

2 Landstalker (gen) 

3 Battletoads (snes) 

4 Batman CD (sega cd) 

5 Final Fight CD (sega cd) 

6 Phantasy Star IV (gen) 

7 Shinobi 3 (GEN) 

8 Dragon Warriors V (snes) 

9 Cybernator (snes) 

10 Final Fantasy III (snes) 

1 Street Fighter II (snes) 

2 Sonic 2 (gen) 

3 Streets of Rage 2 (gen) 

4 Mario Kart (snes) 

5 Zelda 3 (SNES) 

6 Super Star Wars (snes) 

7 Art of Fighting (NEO) 

8 Fatal Fury 2 (neo) 

9 Madden ‘93 (gen) 

10 World Heroes (neo) 

First Prize: Your choice of a core SNES, GENESIS, or LYNXl!i!^:(Cbol“ha?) 
^fcPlize: Your choice of Skid, Sgt Gamer, Tom Slick, or The EnquirerVjJick of the month 
jfrr. Third Prize: A FREE year of Game Fan! = :i>' 

Congratulations to the following winners of last month’s contest: 
uKEift2e: Andrew Coward of Chula Vista; CA • Second Prize: Lisa,Wells of Los Angeles, CA 

; Third Prize: Trevor Matthews1 of Needles, CA 

Ul you have to do to enter the drawing is fill out the readers survey/ TOP TEN card on page 82 and include a list of your top 
0 favorite games and the 10 games you want the most that aren’t out yet, then send them to: 
3AME FAN TOP TEN 18653 Ventura Blvd., Suite 640, Tarzana, CA 91356. 
)rawing is limited to One (1) entry per person per month (Now say that 3 times really FAST.). Hope to hear from you soon. 
)rawings will be held on the 21st of each month. The three (3) winners will be notified by mail and listed on this page. 
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ROAD AVENGER 
(SEGA CD) 
Level Select: 

At the title screen perss UP and enter 
the configuration screen. Press A 6 
times and pick your stage! 

Invincibility: 
Enter the configuration screen and press 
A 5 times and B 1 time for invincibility. 

rmr 4 
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Chakan: 
Warp to the Elemental stage 

When you start t 
game, go to the bottc 
right door, then < 
through the stage at 
get the battering malt 
Once you warp out, < 
back to the same do 
and get the (2) potioi 
so you have the port 
alchemy. Once you ha1 
them in your possessio 
die. Then, go up or 
level, then to the f 
right, to a patch of Ion 
some bricks. Use tt 
alchemy spell and sa’ 
yourself Hours of work. 

Sonic 2 (GENESIS) 
Level Select: 

Go to the option screen and go to the sound test. (This part is important), After 

every number you move to, press the B button to start the music. The numbers are: 

19,65,9, and 17. If the code works properly you should hear a chime after pressing B 

the last time. Then go to the title screen, hold down A and press START. 

Morrey tip: 
Once at the stage select 

screen, go to the sound test 

and (like the first code) listen 

to: 4,1. 2. and 6. Then Pick a 

level. Collect 50 rings to be 

Super Sonic without collect¬ 

ing any chaos emeralds! 

Tom Slick tip: 
Also at the stage select 

screen, go to the sound 

test and listen to: 1, 9, 9, 

2.1,1, 2, and 4. This will 

put you in a debug 

mode! (similar to the 

original sonic trick) 

^EaSE-QFOE| 

Street Fighter 2 
(SNES) 

Game Genie 
For all the game player; 
doubting us, here’s a code 

using the Game Genie tha 

will allow you to preforn 

Chun Li’s extra Champiof 

Edition move, (this extn 

frame of animation was inten 
tionally put in. I wonder why? 

ED8E-0FD9 
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Space Megaforce 
(SNES) 

Level select: 
When the planet 
appears on the screen 
reset the game (5) 
times (wait until the 
planet appears each 
time). After the 5th 
reset, hold down L, R, 
and START. Then hit 
select (8) times , hold 
down SELECT and go 
to the option screen. 
You can now select 
from all 12 levels! 

GAME LEVEL 

STAGE 

CHARACTER 
PLAVER 
MOUE RATE 
SUMP RATE 
ATTACH RATE 
DEFENCE RATE 
SPECIAL RATE 

CHARACTER 
PLAVER 
HOVE RATE 
arOHP RATE 
ATTACH RATE 
DEFENCE RATE 
SPECIAL RATE 

Ramna 1/2 2 (SNES) 
Hidden Character: 

Once your at the player vs. 

player screen press and hold 

down the R, X, and A buttons. 

This will enable you to be our 

favorite character “Happy”. 

Art of Fighting (NEO GEO) 
The Magic Move: 

ose at least 75% of your health and with a full spirit meter., do a half circle 
and and press C then A! (This move only works with Ryo and Robert) 

Action Replay Codes (SNES/SUPER FAMICOM) 

Thanks everyone who wrote in. 
Keep ‘em coming! 

GODS: 
■5318 Infinite energy 
■DB02 Infinite lives 
•3601 Bonus jump 
■3301 Star protection 

.EY’S HUMONGOUS 
ADVENTURE: 
E24-B803 Lives 
24-BA06 Energy 

PRINCE OF 
PERSIA: 

7E05-0805 Infinite energy 

FINAL FIGHT GUY: 
7E0D-6E05 Lives 

7E0D-1450 Energy 

CASTLEVANIA IV: 
7E13-F050 TIME 

CONTRA SPIRITS: 
7E1F-8A63 Lives 

7E24-BA06 Bombs 

STREET FIGHTER 2: 
7E0D-8000 

Dragon Punch/Fireballs 

JOE & MAC: 
7E08-2202 Lives 

7E08-1C14 Energy 

9 
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TOM SLICK’S PICK r?THE ENQUIRER’S PIC SGT. GAMER’S PICK SKID’S PICK 
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It was tough but Ninja Warriors was mv 
Batman Returns edges k pick of the month. The 
by Cyborg Justice for * first game that demon 
my pick of the month. ^ strates that there is re; 
You just can't beat ': power in the Mega CD 
Konami! :* A perfect translation! 

'ti For my first pick ever in 
$ Viewpoint I go Fatal 
2 Fury all the way. I 
v turned the sound off 
^ and I thought I was 
v playing a Neo Geo! 

There’s a lot of good 
games this month but 
nothing jumps out at 
me so I gotta go with 
Ninja Warriors. It must 
be that music. 

|| o/ Control and game play a 
what make this game exce 
tional. The levels are rea 

difficult and are so long they remii 
me of the good old 8 bit days. T 
music wasn’t the greatest, and t 
graphics are passable, but over 
it’s got all that’s required for r 
tastes. 

|Hoy We’ve seen him in tons of 
movies, now 007 is on the 
Genesis. My first impression 

was that it was a Rolling Thunder 
rip-off, but how mistaken I was. The 
game sports good character control 
and colorful levels and back¬ 
grounds. Tengen has cranked out 
another fun game. 

After playing this excellent 

action game I’ve changed 

my mind about James Bond 

and no longer think he is a wimp, 

but a swell guy. Tengen deserves a 

silver medal for delivering a unique 

new look and a great game. 

W0jQ The new Bond combines 
swell animation with huge, 
cavernous levels. This 

game held my interest beginning to 
end, with long levels and a very 
challenging quest, nice detail on the 
bosses too...better than the movie, 
sorry Timothy. 

}^| 0/ While the SNES version w 
a flop, the Genesis versi 
is excellent. The control 

much better than SNK’s version a 
the game doesn’t get repetitive li 
most fighting games. I love the ex 
new moves and ability to control 
of the characters. Overall, this c 
is top notch. 

Moj Who would’ve believed that 
Fatal Fury could be this 
good. This game is awe¬ 

some! The control is great and the 
character animation is very fluid. 
Two big pluses in this version are; 
1) both players can choose from the 
bosses and 2) the special attacks 
are easy to execute. A winner! 

Mo/ Fatal Fury was good on the 
SNES, but it is even better 
on the Genesis. The graph¬ 

ics are colorful, the special moves 
are easy to do and the music is 
great. But, the best part is that you 
can still jump from the background 
to the foreground. After playing 
this, I can’t wait for the sequel. 

Wf If you’ve been waiting for a 
real fighting game for your 
Genesis, wait no longer. 

Takara has somehow squashed 55 
megs into 12, for an almost identical 
translation. Its all here, along with 
some new moves exclusive to the 
genesis version. If the Genesis only 
had better sound... 

0/ i I’ve never seen the original 
Blaster Master, but after 

70% B,aster Master 2 does ji 
I H /0 what a sequel should do a 

improves on its predecc 
sor. Graphically and musically it’; 
better game, but I just didn’t get 1 
feeling that the original gave n 
Overall a stunning cart, hopefu 
the SNES version will live up to 1 

Mojo Since I am a skilled tank 
pilot I can really relate to 
Blaster Master 2. I like noth¬ 

ing better than driving through the 
battlefields blasting hordes of ene¬ 
mies. Since I also excel as a foot 
soldier, BM2 was perfect for me. 
Great game! 

Blaster Master 2 features all 
the diversity and addict-abil¬ 
ity found in the 8-bit classic, 

only this time we’ve got the graph¬ 
ics! The attention to detail is 
astounding, even the teeny guy has 
smooth animation. Take a day off 
when this one comes out! 

Blaster Master. 
! playing the sequel I’m going 

to. This game is so cool and long 
you’ll automatically get addicted. 
The detailed graphics and colorful 
backgrounds are outstanding. I 
especially liked the overhead levels. 
Don’t overlook this sequel, it’s hot. 

70% 11 s about time someone < 
an upgrade of this old gre 
Same as the 8 bit game pi; 

wise, but graphics, color, and mui 
have all been souped up 16 bit sty 
The only problem I’ve found is 1 
slow down, but the challenge of 1 
game makes this cart worth t 
play. 

Moit I really underestimated this 
one. I had my doubts, but 
am happy to say that Fred & 

Barney are looking good on 16-bit. 
What surprises me the most is how 
long and challenging the game is. 
The control is responsive and the 
graphics are cartoony, but the music 
needs some work. 

Ml’ve been looking for a good 
action game for my Genesis 
lately and Flintstones fills 

the void. I really liked the tunes in 
this game and the character 
response is just about perfect. The 
fun factor is great and the game is 
very addictive. Yabba Dabba Doo! 

WTo my surprise, the 
Flintstones turned out to be 
a pretty fun game. Fred and 

the cast of Bedrock are drawn very 
well and the game is diverse and 
challenging. The tinky-dink tunes 
kind of wore thin and there’s a little 
slow down, but, overall, its a yaba 
daba doo time. 

This version of X-Men is 1 

best yet. The graphics i 

well done and the music 

better than most of today’s car 

This is one challenging game tl 

will keep even the best of game 

going. 

One of the main reasons I 
like this game is because it 
has eight X-men and some 

of their most evil foes, not just one 
familiar name and a bunch of nobod¬ 
ies. The characters are big, the con¬ 
trol is good and the levels are drawn 
very well. A solid game. 

I used to think comic books 
were for sissies but Sega 
has changed my mind with 

X-Men. No more wimpy little charac¬ 
ters, this game delivers a man sized 
challenge along with excellent 
graphics and great playability. Get it 

WMarvel-ous. Someone finally 
does the X-Men justice. 
Each character is large and 

fluid and the attention to detail is 
great in both the characters and 
backgrounds. X-Men also offers a 
worthy challenge rather than the 
usual walk-thru, and there is no flick 
or slow down, I have no complaints. 

Being an expert in hand-to- MA great fighting game, a 
great action game and ani¬ 
mation, animation, anima¬ 

tion. Another SNES killer from 
Sega. One or two players with so 
many choices I will never tire of this 
game. From the opening story to 
the end credits, this is a master¬ 
piece for an 8 meg cartridge. 

hand combat, I found these 
nasty robots worthy oppo¬ 

nents. I heave a mighty salute to the 
awesome animation and incredible 
playability, and it's two games in 
one definitely the best fighter in a 
long time. 
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Ml like a good driving game 

once in a while and Sega 

delivers a pretty good one 

here with all new play mechanics, 

pretty smooth scaling, and a new 

futuristic look. Great fun in the 

motor pool! 

Cartridge based driving 
games don’t impress me, 
especially after playing 

Jaguar and Batman Returns on CD. 
2019 is the third best of its kind, 
behind Monaco I and Out Run. The 
new play mechanics are cool, but 
the game lacks quality music and 
color...at least its different. 

Compared to OutRun for the 
Genesis, 2019 unfortunately 
doesn’t match the graphics 

or sound of the original. I’m not say¬ 
ing it’s a bad game, because it is 
addicting and has great levels full of 
jumps and ramps. The control is 
good and the difficulty is just right. 
A good, but not great, update. 

Someone must have given 
/y Taito a kick in the butt, 

because this is their second 
good game in a row. Hit The Ice has 
huge detailed characters, good color 
and, most importantly, its a really 
fun game with one or two players. 
Quality translation, go Taito! 

Straight out of the arcade Hit the Ice is a great transla- 
tinr. -I ~ TU- 

Finally, an exact coin op 
translation, except for the 4 
player simultaneous. This 

version has easy control, cool voice, 
and funny fight scenes. This is as 
much an action game as it is a 
sports game. Another good Genesis 
sports title has arrived! 

and in to your Genesis, Hit 
The Ice has arrived. This 

game has all of the features of the 
Williams coin-op, including big char¬ 
acters, good animation and all the 
cheap shots of the arcade original. 
Taito scores a direct bullseye with 
this one. 

tion from the arcade. The 
game has big characters, 

fast action and great graphics. The 
game lacks a bit of character ani¬ 
mation and the control could’ve 
been stiffer, but the music and 
sound effects make up for it. The 
fights are a cool bonus. 

Ml never thought I’d like this 
type of game, but little Willy 
won me over. Although this 

is not the usual fast paced game I 
prefer, it is an addicting game that 
thoroughly held my interest and is 
one that I will go back to many times 
in the future. This is a promising 
new format after all. 

Mlf I ran across a little brat like 

Willy Beamish I’d have him 

scrubbing floors with a 

toothbrush. Military School’s too 

good for 'em! I whipped him into 

shape, went right through the game 

and had a great time. Outstanding! 

Computer games are here. 
This interactive adventure 
game has crisp graphics, 

voice, animation and lots of player 
interaction. Willy Beamish is also 
long, but at the same time limited. 
It’s a fun game to play and if you 
practice you’ll see all the different 
endings. 

Willy Beamish is a really fun 
interactive cartoon. This 
game is impressive in every 

category; animation, graphics, and 
storyline, not to mention the easy 
control setup not found in many PC- 
ports. There’s a lot of loading time, 
but it is still a strong CD title. 

After 2 years of waiting, it’ I was not a big fan of the MThe Mega-CD version of 
Ninja Warriors is exact to the 
arcade with all the levels, 

jammin’ music, and two player 
action. You won’t find any fancy 
scaling or rotation, just a fun addict¬ 
ing game. N.W. also has a Zuntada 
feature which tells a story with cine¬ 
ma screens. 

Ninja Warriors makes it to 
the Mega CD with style. All 
of the levels can be found 

here along with a 10 minute movie 
not found in the arcade, and the 2 
player mode is even better than the 
arcade. The CD also employs the 
arcade music and a new arranged 
version. Simply perfect! 

arcade version, but CD has 
made me a believer. After 

seeing how close the graphics, 
music and sound effects are to the 
original, I have become a new fan. If 
all coin-op games can be translated 
this well on the CD, it will become 
the new standard for home play. 

finally here. Not only do you 
get a perfect arcade transla¬ 

tion, but there’s also a new arranged 
soundtrack and a mini-movie with 
English narration. More bang for the 
buck, I’m glad I held on to my Mega 

||io/ Batman Returns totally lives 
\%jL ° up to my expectations. The 

music is exact to the movie, 
along with some of the best graph¬ 
ics to date on the SNES. The driving 
scene is very fast but it’s only one 
stage long. The fighting is great, if 
you’re looking for a new Final Fight 
style action game. 

Il-o/ Konami offers all the side 
1 scroll fighting your thumbs 

can handle, along with verti¬ 
cal and horizontal elements and one 
fast driving sequence, for an incredi¬ 
bly satisfying game of Batman. 
Although I prefer more action/plat¬ 
form, I can find no fault in this game. 
It does what it wants to do perfectly. 

FI9°/o I like the idea of taking out 
street punks, but I wouldn’t 
do it in no darn tights. But 

seriously, this is the ultimate 
Batman with all the moves a fighter 
could want plus perfect graphics 
and music. Konami delivers a direct 

^“7% The Dark Kni9ht never 
, ( looked so good. Batman 

Returns is my type of game. 
The music is straight from the movie 
and the attention to detail on the 
graphics is outstanding. Control is 
similar to Final Fight but has moves 
only Batman could do. Another hit 
from Konami. 

1%mai While other versions of 
u Terminator on other systems 

were excellent, this version 
is horrible. Everything from the 
graphics to the control is missing. 
The only good thing about this game 
is the driving scene, but it doesn’t 
save the game. What happened 
here?!?! 

trfj % This 9ame WAS terminated! 
1 j The ideas were there, but 

W " just didn’t fit. The control is 
sloppy and the animation is choppy. 
When have you ever seen half a lad¬ 
der on a building? Well you’ll see a 
lot in this game. One redeeming 
quality is the driving sequences 
which have cool scaling. 

> f|0/Q Terminator started strong, 
then got weak, then got 
strong again thanks to the 

driving portions. Unfortunately, the 
bad out weighs the good and what 
could have been a good game falls 
way short due to some sloppy levels 
that are just too stiff...almost. 

CO% 1 of course loved the movie, 
Jo but this game just doesn't 

stack up against the other 

versions. There's some good effort 

here, especially in level one and the 

driving scenes, but overall it misses 

P||o/ Take Barbie and take Valis 
Jiff 0 and add them together and 
Z__ what do you get? Kendo 
Rage. While the graphics are excel¬ 
lent, and the music is decent, the 
game still didn't keep me interested 
enough to make me want to keep 
playing. Maybe Seta will change the 
American version, who knows? 

At first 9,ance 1 thought this 
JO might be a game that I could 

get into, but after playing 
level one I could already tell it was 
just too cutesy for my manly tastes. 
There’s some good challenge here 
however, and I wonder why Datam 
made such a tough game that looks 
like it was made for kids. 

«jr 0/ ! B.O.B. has original charac- 
Jfc c ters, okay control, and tons 
w " of levels. B.O.B. makes use 
of some of the coolest sound effects 
I’ve heard, though I found that after 
playing for about 2 hours, B.O.B. 
gets really repetitive and looses all 
of the fun factor. I wouldn’t complain 
about a sequel with more diversity. 

^L_>uya This game didn’t do much 
| ^ ^ for me. Although I normally 
--like this style of game, I just 
couldn’t play level after level of the 
same thing over and over. Nice 
graphics, but no diversity whatsoev¬ 
er. The whole concept of having to 
escape a level is just too boring! 

- 1 17 At first, I really liked this 
j I L game. It has excellent ani- 

_ _ mation, cool sight gags and 
plays extremely well. The only prob¬ 
lem is the repetition; each level is 
too similar to the last. In fact, it 
almost turns in to a maze game. 
More diversity would have made 
B.O.B. a hit. 

Mo/Q B.O.B. is a well put together 

character with great anima¬ 

tions and excellent control. I 

also enjoyed the game. However, I 

found it a bit repetitive and a bit 

frustrating at times. Overall the good 

out weighs the bad ... interesting. 

Me . Harley’s definitely shows us 
that spectacular claymation 
effects can be achieved on 

the SNES. A lot of creativity obvi¬ 
ously went in to this one and, 
although a little repetitious, what’s 
new in this game makes it score 
high. Deserves a sequel. 

M Compared to games of its 
* kind, Harley’s just dosen’t 

-offer enough. The control is 
good and the use of colors make 
characters look like claymation. 
Challenge-wise it’s also good, but 
the game gets repetetive quickly 
and that’s what hurts this game. 

Here’s a game that has some 
J-J 0 really nice claymation 

effects, but falls short over¬ 
all in graphics and game play. The 
character movement is a little chop¬ 
py, and worse, the boss is the same 
every time, even at the end! I’m glad 
to see some originality in concept, 
too bad it just didn’t interest me. 

~ B-po/ When I first played this 
/c game, I was hooked. The 

_ - backgrounds have a great 
amount of color and detail. The 
boss and the enemies look outra¬ 
geous and are animated perfectly. 
The music gets repetitive, but it is 
no big deal. HH has personality, and 
that makes it a winner in my book. 
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■■■Iu Like, oh my God! its Gods. 
/ ’ ]? Those Bitmap Brothers sure 

know how to paint a pretty 
picture! Incredible graphics and 
detail, but it needs to be fun to play 
over and over. After 2 hours, Gods 
pooped me out, but, if you’ve got a 
lot of time on your hands and like to 
memorize levels, its worth a look. 

I was pleasantly surprised 
by this title . Judging by the 

Any action game is welcome 
on the CD, as it has way too 
many shooters in the lineup. 

Horror Story is very fun, challenging 
and addictive, with good detail on all 
the characters and bosses. Better 
backgrounds would have pushed it 
even higher... don’t pass it up, its 2 
player simultaneous and very fun. 

Horror Story is a good 
arcade translation, but I still 
think that there could have 

been some improvements. The 
game seems to be a bit too easy 
with 2 players and too difficult when 
you play it alone. The music is 
above average and the graphics are 
o.k. Worth a look. 

The PC Engine has a lot of 
good games but Horror 
Story barely sneaks in. 

Taken from the old arcade game, 
H.S. just doesn’t have the excite¬ 
ment today’s games have. The char¬ 
acter control is good and the music 
is top-notch but graphically it falls 
short. The two player option is nice. 

I’m a thinking man, and this 

o I is a thinking man’s game 

with incredible graphics, 

good music and solid game play. I 

will stick with this one til the bitter 

end. Has anyone seen my pass¬ 

words? 

04% My only complaint about this 
Q&i game is that it is a little too 

one dimensional. The levels 

seemed very flat. Character control 
and animation is very good and the 
levels are long and complex. The 
music in the game was also well 
done. This version is the best yet. 

)0% lf y°u liked Lemmings, you’ll 
HI ' love KAQ. Not only is it 
- eons longer, but it has awe¬ 
some Q-Sound and excellent graph¬ 
ics. a word to the wise, approach 
this game with mouse in hand, con¬ 
troller play will only result in con¬ 
troller flight. 

-f|% I like the dark ages. Men 

19 were men, women were 

women, and games were 

lethal. I know I’ll definitely get my 

money’s worth on this one, if not for 

the music, for the incredibly long 

and challenging play ... addicting. 

TO°/i You 11 definite|y 9et y°ur 
| Q money’s worth in this game. 

Its sooo long, it is unbeliev¬ 
able. It’s a lemmings game with 
gigantic levels, fights, and strategy. 
K.A.Q. isn’t my type of game, but it 
got my interest and I’m sure its a 
puzzle fanatics dream. 

"TO% Here s a kid with one eye 
#Q whose dad hangs out in his 

w hair and sports an eyeball 
for a head...you gotta love it. What 
sounds weird is graphically a 
superb game, with color and mosaic 
FX that rival anything around. A little 
strange but, overall, I recommend it 
if not for the graphics alone. Unique! 

amount of detail put in to the 
colorful graphics, this game has a 
lot of development effort behind it. 
The bosses are awesome and Kitaro 
is a unique and memorable charac¬ 
ter. 

70% Leave to Bandai t0 bring 
5 Jjj ' us strange and unique 
- games. The main character 

is original and the detail used in the 
entire game is apparent. The two 
player option makes the game one 
of the most fun side scrolling action 
games for the system. Don’t miss It. 

*7% Musya is a weird game. The 
I / lead character moves quite 
—_slow, but it kind of fits the 
mood of the game. Graphically, 
Musya delivers and the music is 
afso good. Its just a very dreary 
Japanese theme. Musya is a little 
too slow and weird for me, but its 
not a bad game ... I’m confused. 

Moi Musya is the type of game 
1 that I would normally like , 

_but this title was not that 
appealing to me. The music is good 
and it is a hard game to beat, but, 
what’s with the small characters? I 
like the idea of the Japanese theme, 
but there wasn’t enough originality 
for me. 

711% Graphically, Musya is beauti- 
| ■ j ful and the game will keep 

~_ you busy for a while. The dif¬ 
ficulty level is set hard, almost too 
hard. Music is average and control 
response is a bit slow. The game 
gets better as you progress, unfortu¬ 
nately many will give up from frus¬ 
tration. 

H Gods has graphics a 
| Q sound effects that are sk 

fully done. The charac 
and enemies are well animated, t 
music is okay, but the challenge a 
number of levels, combined w 
great strategy and side scrolli 
action, make Gods a knockout. 

% From the creators of starf 
X I ' comes King Arthur’s Wor 

a game that is ii 
Lemmings but better. This one s 
posedly takes a year to beat a 
contains some of the longest m 
complex levels in a puzzle game 
date. Check out the unbelievab 
Dolby Surround, serious pumpitud 

MejQ This game has everything 
look for in an action platfor 
game. The background 

innovation in game play and chi 
lenge are what really makes Kitarc 
special. The 2 player mode is ah 
cool, but stick with 1 player, ii 
much easier! 

70% Musya is real|y difficult, ai 
f 0 has some very impressi 

graphics with great mus 

The game play is a bit slow, and t 

control is very strange. You stay 

the air for at least a year when y< 

jump. Castlevania... Not! 

gj|? Lords has a sound track 
only a headbanger could 
love and some of the best 

graphics ever displayed on the 
Turbo Duo. If you’re in to shooters, 
its like a shot of adrenaline. Lords 
far surpasses Gates in every 
way...way to sequel Hudson! 

ftgs; LOT is everything I expect 
J||l this super-sequel to be. T 
- graphics are well don 
there’s tons of levels, and just t 
right amount of difficulty. Also, t 
music is the best I’ve heard in a loi 
time, even rivaling the mighty Yuj 
I hope another sequel is in store I 
us on 32 bit. 

For me, Parodius is just too 

cute. But, for big fans of 

this freaky little shooter, this 

version is a must. For a PC Engine 

game, it is remarkably faithful to the 

arcade version. 

«The wizards at Konami have 
done it again, but this time it 
is on the PC Engine. 

Parodius is a cute game ... damn! 
But, don’t let that fool you, Parodius 
has long levels, a great soundtrack 
and personality to burn. Highly rec¬ 
ommended. 

IThe first 8meg HuCard for 
the PC Engine. Konami’s 
Parodius is an incredible 

shooter with very sharp and colorful 
graphics, bizarre power-ups and 
orchestrated music. Unlike other 
shooters, this one has a warped 
sense of humor with cutsey charac¬ 
ters attacking you. 

The home version 
Parodius is exact. It’s g 

-— the length, the game pla 
and just the right feel. The graphi 
are true to the original, but the flic 
er sometimes gets annoying. F 
being the first 8 meg card, I a 
impressed. 

: HS has great two play 
simultaneous not found 
many of today’s acti« 

games. The music is well done ai 
there are a heap of levels, thougl 
found that with 1 player it w; 
impossible. So, you might have 
play with 2 players to get throw 
the game. 

If you own a Neo Geo and 

99 you don't own Magician Lord 

you are missing what could 

very well be one of the best action 

games ever. Drop this magazine ... 

gently ... and go get one! 

1114% Nam 75 takes me back to 
9v the good old days when I 

thought nothing would ever 

look as good as the Neo Geo. Even 

now, Nam has withstood the test of 

time and remains a unique and stun¬ 

ning game. 

41 % This is the game that made 
Jl || /0 me want to buy a NEO-GEO. 
_ . _ Magician Lord features 

some of the best graphics ever seen 
in the home or arcades. The sound 
effects and music are particularly 
well done and the control is spot on. 
The fun factor is off the chart and its 
a hard, hard game. Awesome! 

(19% 0ne of the first released and 
still one of the best. 

-Magician Lord has beautiful 
graphics and outstanding music. 
The detail and animation on each 
character is amazing and the control 
is fantastic. Levels are long and dif¬ 
ficult and only the best will survive. 

Ahhh, carnage in Nam. I get 

out my old boots when I play out my old boots when I play 

this one. The sights! The 

sounds! No one survives! But would 

someone please tell me how to beat 

the last boss! This guy’s tough, but 

he's mine!... Awesome. 

fllC% Ma9ician Lt>rd ... the gan 
|f|?J that made the Neo Geo wh 
_ it is today. Take the best 

everything; Graphics, music, gan 
play, cinema displays and challem 
that will keep you on the edge 
your seat at all times, add them « 
togather and, behold the king 
action/platform games! 

019% 0nce a9ain> a Neo Geo clas- 
sic that today’s games by 
SNK can’t match. Nam ties 

in an intense story along with crisp, 
detailed graphics, explosive sound 
effects and perfect challenge to 
bring you an awesome game. If you 
don’t have it, find it. 

Q| % SNK knows exactly how 
gl&l make a great action/shoc 
_ _ . ing game. Everything fro 
the graphics to the music are fir 
class. The game is really hard with 
player so I recommend 2 play 
action at all times. It’s about time f 
a sequel on this one SNK, don’t yc 
think!? 
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SEGA CD PREVIEW 
PREVIEW BY E. STORM VIRGIN 

^ , Here's a sneak peek at one of the most eagerly 
awaited Sega CD titles of the year ... The 

Terminator. As we all know, games displaying the 
Virgin logo are some of the most creative and high 

... quality games in the industry. And, when you see 
this game move, that becomes even more apparent. 

The version I previewed (shown here) is very early, con¬ 
taining only 2 of the 10 levels. However, what I saw 
amazed me. Kyle Reese animates like a real person, 
moving fluidly up and down stairs, climbing ladders, 
crouching, jumping, and shooting in the 1st level. The 
ecto-skeletons and Terminators are also incredibly 

<r 

l 
S * 

fluid In the 2nd level, the first thing that grabs 
is the background, with 

piles of skulls and 
abandoned pick-ups 

shining their lights 
through the mist. 

> But wait until 

0001.51.0 

0000300 
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TIME 03:21 

TIME 07:52 

TIME 02:17 

TIME 03:44 
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WAV. 

I have, in the past, never been a huge fan of 
the Splatterhouse series. Jason has always a jFWiiMHfei 
seemed klunky and has never had the moves 
required to make it an addicting game. I am, 
however, a big fan of horror, special FX, and §**■- 
goo fests. That, Splatterhouse has always a 
delivered. Now, on the third trip, Namco (as if — 
they knew exactly what I wanted) has gone 
beyond my expectations with not only the f V 
moves and spurting goo, but even more so, # Ji, \- :*: 
with the storyline, which is incredibly morbid 
and gross ... I love it. Another thing that you’ll 
reeeaally like is the massive length and re- C TIME 03: 53 

playability of part 3. you can choose a straight im* ~ 
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( TIME 08:56 

TIME oat 13 

path to the boss or explore the many rooms in each level 
which are filled with dripping enemies and weapons of 
destruction. And Jason ... is gnarly. He now features all 
the moves found in the best fighters along with a special 
move where his flesh explodes outward and takes out ene¬ 
mies on both sides. Splatterhouse 3 is one of those games 
that could only come out on the Genesis, another reason 
why I am a loyal Sega user. 
It’s loaded with fun, addict- 
ing play, quality well drawn 
graphics, excellent sound . 
effects, and there’s even tgi At' 
some nice surprises. It’s 
definitely far and away the V 
best version yet and further * ^ \ V * 
proof that the Genesis is V^V- 
alive and well. Namco really 
deserves our gratitude for 
keeping it messy. 

TIME 05: 17 



GENESIS PREVIEW 
PREVIEW BY E. STORM 

Attention Rolling Thunder fans. Namco has sc 
out one more sequel to keep you jammin’, and tl 
it’s 12 megs ... but, only one player. Sorry, this tim 
have to go it alone. The attention to detail in this r 
sion is awesome with detailed, highly animated 
ters and colorful, multi-scrolling backgrounds (ar 

of them). The immediate differences I found on our earl 
ROM were smoother animation, faster game play, bette 
control and way more diversity. The added jet ski am 
motorcycle levels are a gas! Sounds good, huh? We’ 
have more (a lot more) on this stellar sequel right up t< 
its release. 
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GENESIS REVIEW 
REVIEW BY E. STORM 

James Bond 007 by 
Tengen/Domark is one of 
the most unique side 
scrolls I have played in a 
long time, and a new 
approach more develop¬ 
ers should look into. 
What we’ve got here is a 
small but incredibly animated character running 
through monstrous levels full of traps, enemies, 
secret places and hidden surprises. You’re mis¬ 
sion, what else?...save beautiful women, diffuse 
pombs and roast the, evil, crazy professor, you 
kpow, Bond stuff. 

What I like about this game is that it is not a 
straight shot to the end of the level, it is huge and 
cavernous with more and more paths to take as 
the game progresses/ And, the Bond character 
himself has excellent animations reminiscent of 
Out of This World. Although there are only 4 lev¬ 
els, the game is pretty long, as 1 of these levels 
equals 2 or 3 of most of today’s action games. 
/■‘It’s refreshing to sfee Tengen cranking out , 

quality games. Sega fcas another strong 3rd 
party developer out there. I hope Road Riot 
!ITtZ— I and Tengen’s 

etsooo 
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GENESIS REVIEW 
REVIEW BYE. STORM 

INNER 

Unbelievable! That’s what you will say when you see the 
sion of Fatal Fury. Especially if you’ve seen the SF version, t 
it away! Enter Andy, Terry and Joe...and every other chara 
choose anybody or any character vs. character, that’s the wa' 
Now, get ready for the graphics and playability. 

Each character is as large as its Geo counterpart, with all 
detail, and the game moves fast and fluid, with the added opti 
in and out of the background intact. The moves are also eas 
with the Genesis control pad(although I recommend a good 
there are even some new moves not found in the Geo or SF \ 

As far as the music goes, I would say it is high quality for a 
but is in no way up to par with the Geo...but, who cares! A 
bucks. You have to sell your car to buy a Neo Geo. Fatal Fur 
best 1 on 1 on the Genesis, surpassing even Cyborg Justice« 
others in its wake. It will take the mighty Street Fighter to 
But, until then, we’ve got 1 strong fighter to keep us busy. 

Genesis ver- 
lis one blows 
:ter! You can 
it should be! 

the color and 
on of jumping 
ily negotiated 
joystick) and 

versions. 
Genesis cart, 
Genesis is 99 
y is by far the 
ind leaving all 
Deat this one! 
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n: back in the not so good ol days of 8' 
rS™!— lE^ bit So’ my exPectations were verV 
I _ J rT| _ I high for a 16-bit version. I hoped that 

hi[|jy to and it has been, excepi for the 3/4 
view action scenes which are now 
side scrolling. SunSoft also added 

an overhead view to the end of each level, so there are 
actually four modes; driving, side scroll(with a tiny guy), 
side scroll in rooms(with a big guy) and overhead driving, 
making Blaster Master very diverse and fun to master. 

The graphics in all four modes are excellent, with ultra 
high detail and bright colors. I especially liked jumping out 
of the car and playing the little guy, as the level seems to 
tower over you as you jump across caverns with fire spew¬ 
ing skulls overhead and fiery pits below. The driving 
sequences are also fun. The car is drawn great and moves 
well. In each level, you must first drive, then exit the vehi¬ 
cle and find the correct passages leading to the bosses. 
Then, go back to your car and exit through am overhead 
battle. 



All of this makes Blaster Master 2 long and very chal¬ 
lenging. In Blaster Master style, you can rig your vehicle 
with hover jets, a drill and assorted weapons. Your human 
character can even get a jet pack and special weapons. 

My only complaint (and it’s minor) is some of the music 
and the lack of backgrounds in the boss rooms. Other than 

that, this is an excellent Genesis game 
-v in every aspect, and one that adven- 

\ turous and patient gamers will espe- i'7 
Byi ,? daily appreciate. Now, bring on the :y- 

} SNES version! d 
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There’s trouble in Bedrock!... but fear not, Fred Flintstone 
on the job, ready to lend a hand to Wilma, Betty, Barney, a 
Pebbles courtesy of Taito and the Sega Genesis. Taito did not ta 
advantage of this big license and just crank out a so-so gan 
they obviously took jtheir time and the result is a well thoug 
out action platform excursion. The first thing I noticed when I fir 
up the Flintstones was how well the actual cartoon is represei 
ed. Fred is drawn perfectly and his moves are very fluid. The ba< 
grounds and enemy characters are equally impressive. As Frc 
you’ll walk, jump, clijnb, swim, and basically 

club 

Wt-every thing 
sight 

, you fic 
your w 

tothefii 
boss. All the lev< 
in the Flintston 

have somethii 
new to offer. T 
Flintstones delivc 
and excellent acti 
Djatform game 
your Genesis. Tl 
game is worth at 
looky... okay I’ll s 
jt... Yabba Dab 
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Somebody finally did the X-Men justice in a video game and, 
of course, it’s Sega. For some reason, I wasn’t that excited 
about this one, probably because most comic book games of 
late have been anything but great games. So, when I started 
playing X-Men, I was really surprised. 
t The characters are large and highly detailed, they also move 
very well and have specialized attack techniques that are easy 
[to execute. For instance; the cyclops eye beam, you can power 
ufup by holding the button and then you can rotate his head 360 
tMjjjciij(y2s. Most of the characters also have a double jump attack 
IirjSilWjoilShakan. Actually, its mastering each character and adapt- 
™®p|||rme right level that will ultimately lead you to victory. I 
^ah guarantee that using the wrong character or set of charac¬ 
ters wiJWead to certain death. The coolest thing about the game 
iwa^jjjjti'pj™ in and out of the background, as well as the use of 
l.ce MaiTf^lorm, Arch Angel or Gene Grey as options. 
-Graphically, X-Men is excellent with good detail on all of the 

X-Men and the enemies alike. If I have one complaint, it would 
be the music, it is o.k. for a home grown game, but still not up to 
par with Japanese programs. So. if you are looking for a good, 
long actiongame, join Gambit, Wolverine, Night Crawler and Cyclops, 
and toast-Maaoeto once and for all. 4^? 
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is by Cyborg Justice, which is to 
simultaneous action game, in one 

I have never been more surprised by a cartridge game then I wi 
me, the ultimate fighting game, along with an awesome two player 
packed 8 meg cartridge. 

It all starts when a lone space ship) crashes and burns on the pi 
dead...except for his brain, which is transplanted in to an organic s 
sure procedure doesn’t take, and when unit 127 is put in to the gen 
search and destroy order is given. Can you and your cyborg esc 
most fun you’ll ever have. 

In this game, you can set up your cyborg with several different s 
different experience each time you play and great diversity in the 
arms include flame throwers, saws, lasers and fists, and you can 
jogging or tank legs. But, the best thing about Cyborg Justice i 

anet, its human inhabitant all but 
stem. However, the memory era- 
aral population, he rebels and the 
ape? Finding out is some of the 
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haract^r and every move is so fluid that 
ou’ll be staring at your screen, drool- 

>hics and playability are also 
So, whether yoy’re looking 

one fighting or action, Sega’s 
; that completely Succeeds at 
oon as yog see it, buy it, and 
t have a Genesis, well., you’re 
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GENESIS REVIEW 
REVIEW BY E. STORM 

jv yX I finally get to Hit the Ice on my Genesis with all the head 
f crackin’ high stickin’ action right out of the arcades. H.T.I. is 

the sports game for people who don’t like sports games as it ulti¬ 
mately turns into more of a brawl than anything else. Each team of 
buff muscle heads has their own special attacks along with varied power, 
speed, and shooting skills. The Genesis version has huge colorful char¬ 
acters that control very well and good playability. However, in the ver¬ 
sion we reviewed the voices were absent. I hope Taito adds them prior 
to the release. So let’s get to the game. Hit the Ice is extremely fun, espe¬ 
cially head to head. It’s not just hockey, it’s two on two fighting hock¬ 
ey. There’s also some super shots dropped in that will send your play¬ 
er flippin’ and slice right through the goalie! So basically if you liked 
the arcade game or your just looking for a good two player sports 
slug fest Hit the Ice is the only game in town. The graphics are top of 
the line and the playability is excellent. Taito has done a good job 
translating this one remaining very faithful to the arcade original. 
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GENESIS PREVIEW 
PREVIEW BY E. STORM 

STAGE SELECT 

068000 

109160 010480 005020 
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If you’ve played the 
Thunderforce series, or 
Devil’s Crush on the 
Mega Drive, you 
already know that 
Technosoft of Japan 
makes some of the 
most quality Sega carts 
around. 

Elemental Master is 
one that some- 
how slipped 
by, and for W *|| 
some reason, I 
was not picked I 
up for f i * 

American / ’ 
release ... until now. 
Renovation has had the you, this is a 
good fortune of obtain- do not want ti 
ing this title and is has the playability and 
ready to go with a U.S. lasting power a 
release. Elemental cartridge game 
Master is an overhead needs to 
action shooter where remain in 4 
you will guide a power- your collec- ft 
ful magician through 7 tion for 
colorful levels(3 of years to jfc , a 
which you will not see come. 

until conquering the 1st 
four) filled with well 
drawn enemies, excel¬ 
lent special effects and 
huge, non-flickering, 
bosses. 

In the Technosoft tra¬ 
dition, the sound on 
both the music and 
shot FX is crisp and 

clear, reminis- 
r^S cent of the 

Thunderforce 
L ■ collection. 

Although this 
RSIS is just a pre- 
mam View, can 
pretty much guarantee 
..... game yOU 

miss. It 
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SEGA CD PREVIEW 
PREVIEW BY E. STORM 

ft S 1331 

Renovation has gotten ahold of Time Gal, and it’s 
on its way to your Sega CD ... Ruda, the baddest vil¬ 
lain of the 31 st century, has stolen the only time machine 
in the world and has run away through time and 
space. Time Gal is the lovely daughter of Professor 
Carmon, the inventor of the time machine, so she has 
been time traveling since she was a little girl, thus 
coming the name, Time Gal. Because of her many expe¬ 
riences, the people ask her to trap Ruda. So now, 
wearing the brand new microsuit(which is capable of 
briefly stopping time), she sets out through time in 
search of Ruda. Games like Time Gal are the reason 
you bought a Sega CD. Wolfteam manipulates the hard¬ 
ware like magic with fast, smooth animation, excellent 
color and virtually no access delays. We compared 
the Sega CD version to a VHS of the original game 
that Renovation sent us, and we could not believe 
how exact it was. In the tradition of Cobra Command 
and Road Avengers, Renovation continues to bring 
us the best from Japan. We will review the American 
version of Time Gal next month. 
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Amazirn 

The version I played was early and loaded 

way too much. If this flaw is corrected, the game 

could be something special. The object of the 

game is to keep your trouble meter low and keep 

Willie out of military school. This is not easy, 

temptation lurks around every corner. For exam¬ 

ple, when you push your little sister on the swings, 

do you look out for her safety, or send her rocket¬ 

ing in to orbit. 

Graphically, the orbit thing is much cooler. But, 

you know there is going to be major trouble if you 

do. So, save your game, then go back and roast 

the brat! Whatever you do, make sure you find 

your way to the nurse so that you can catch a 

glimpse of her huge you-know-what's. Yikes! I'm 

in love. 

Willie Beamish is loaded with sight gags, 

intrigue and mischief. So, if you are tired of the 

same old grind and were smart enough to buy a 

Sega CD, check in to it and just...relax... 
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Ninja Warriors has been on the 
unknown list for the past two years in 
the Japanese Sega magazines. It got to 
the point where I lost all hope of ever 
seeing one of my favorite arcade games 
on the Mega Drive. So, when it finally 
showed up on Mega CD, you can imag¬ 
ine how stoked I was. Now, not only 
do I get the game, but I also get the awe¬ 
some Zuntata soundtrack to go with it.! 
They’ve even added an option to select 
either arcade or arranged music and a 
cool still frame movie that explains 
the mystery of the Ninja Warriors com¬ 
plete with English narration. If you’re 
not familiar with the game, Ninja Warriors 
is a one or two player game where 
you control what looks like a ninja, 
but is actually a mechanical doll who 
when hit, loses bits of flesh to expose 

Your doll can 

11461 

6100 .. 
jtmw Mm3 

65X30 1Y5 

the inner skeleton 
walk(backward and forward) and block 
crawl and block or walk and slash 
with knives. You can also flip and throw 
shurikens. Your enemies are almos 
completely military(except for dogs anc 
mutants). Foot soldiers, gunners anc 
tanks attack non-stop from both in fronl 
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and behind. What makes this all so 
special, is the two player interac¬ 
tion, the incredible animation and the 
hard drivin’ Zuntata soundtrack. This 
CD version is practically identical 
to the arcade game and is, by far, 
Taito’s best work to date on a home 
system. Ninja Warriors is another rea- 
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I have to start off this arti¬ 
cle with a question. Where 
would the Mega CD be with¬ 
out Wolfteam? 
Probably in the closet. 
Do these guys a 
ever stop pro- ■ fl 
gramming? 
Well, I’m glad ^ 
they’re around v 
and very happy 1 
that they’ve * 
decided to bring us V 
a CD sequel to one of 1 
my all time favorite Mega 
Drive games, El Viento. In 
Annette Again, Wolfteam 
has chosen a Final 
Fight/Street Fighter 

approach instead of the 
usual action/platform for¬ 
mat. They say this is due to 

popular delmand and 
market research, so 

1^ the question 
S „■, is: How do 

you take the 
*T/*\ ><& standard kick 
rT 7 ana punch 
\\J)f theme and turn it 

^ into something 
k ■ j£k new ar|d different 
''s ‘ enough to make it 

desirable? Well ... 
how about 20 minutes of 

awesome animation 
sequences including the 
return of Ernest Evans? 
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That’s a start! They’ve also given Annette, who is already 
incredibly animated, a whole new set of awesome moves 
including a throw, a hyper slash, and a flipping stab just to 
name a few. The enemies are also impressive, well drawn, 
and come in a vast range of shape and forms. Other new 
features are the one on one fighting scenes that separate 
the levels, and Annette’s incredible new magic spell that 
brings down a huge bending skull that does severe dam¬ 
age to every enemy on screen. Add to all of this colorful 
detailed multi-scrolling backgrounds that coincide with the 
animation, and an incredible soundtrack and you’ve got 
another masterpiece from Wolfteam. These shots are from 
our early 60% version, but the finished ROM is on the way, 
so we’ll have a full spread with all the levels and a com¬ 
plete review next month. It’s time to start shopping for a 
Mega CD if you don’t have one. Look for more Mega CD 
exclusives next month. 
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oping the CD game back in 
August 1992, and completion is 
near with a February street date. 
This is only three levels worth of 
screen shots, including the open¬ 
ing cartoon which is actually 
frame by .frame exact, except for 
the resolution. • 

In Devestator, you pilot a mas¬ 
sive cyber-suit, shooting and 
power sliding on the ground and 
flying through the air. 

Even though our CD was a 
very early version, the music and 
graphic presentation were awe¬ 
some, with countless scrolls in 
the third level and a huge scaling 
boss in level two. Devestator is 
sure to be another fantastic effort 
from Wolfteam. Who, for the first 
time, bring us a cartoon with our 
garner Look for a full review in 
Game Fan splendor next month. 
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'Kodansha Young 

Another awesome new RPG for 
the MCD is on the way, Illusion 
City. We will have a full review 
on this game in our next issue. 
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THIS OFFICIAL SEAL IS YOUR ASSURANCE THAT NINTENDO 
HAS APPROVED THE QUALITY OF THIS PRODUCT. ALWAYS 
LOOK FOR THIS SEAL WHEN BUYING GAMES AND 
ACCESSORIES TO ENSURE COMPLETE COMPATIBILITY WITH 

MADE IN JAPAN YOUR SUPER NINTENDO ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM. 
(Ninlendtf) 

©1993 Interplay Productions and Silicon Synapse. All rights 
reserved. The Lost Vikings is a trademark of Interplay Productions, Inc. 
Nintendo, Super Nintendo Entertainment System, Super NES and the 
official seal are trademarks of Nintendo of America, Inc. 
©1989 Nintendo of America, Inc. 

^ SelCCOK & SyKOftAC. 'tec,. 

To order The Lost Vikings, call l-800'969'4263, or see your local retailer. 
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SUPER NES REVIEW 
REVIEW BY TALKO 

BATMAN 
RETURNS 

Some people might say “I’ve had enough of Batman, 
the movies, the hype, the games, the merchandising” 
... Well, It’s time to SNAP OUT OF IT! Konami’s made 

one, and you know what that means ... Time to 
go out and buy another great game. No risk, 

no questions asked. It’s Konami. I’d buy 
/"JiiX this one f°r the 'ntro 

f * » Tk alone. Batman 
Returns opens in 

V. ,- , , - / true movie 



style, with digitized screens, an on screen story lin 
and some of the best music that’s ever come out i 
your speakers, E ut the fun really begins when you sta 
to play. Konami takes the side scroll fighting format 
new limits, with huge colorful characters that mo\ 
smoothly (the Red Triangle Gang never looked s 
good), and a whole new set of moves that totally brej 
the mold. How about grabbing some punk and throwir 
him against the wall, thunk! Or get between two en 
mies and, crack Slam their heads together, it’s all in 
good days woijk for Batman. You also get to har 
around with the grappling hook, slam down bombs, ar 
spin/slash with your cape. .. And when you get to lev 
5, it’s time to drive... FAST! And shoot. The Bat mobi 

<r-m 



svel is awesome. It’s very smooth, and even has some 
reat little hills, in mode 7? (how’d they do that?) 
asically this is the ultimate Batman game. It’s long, it’s 
iverse, it has pheonom graphics, and even Mr. Elfman 
ould be proud of the music. So as soon as Konami 
hines the bat signal (at a retailer near you), rush right 
own and pick one up. Batman Returns will disappear 
uickly. We’ll try to bring you another great Konami 

game next month. Until then. 
.. Have fun. 



Back in the early days of Arnold, James Cameron 
created an incredible Sci-Fi movie on a smell budget. I 
wonder if he had any idea of the excitement he would 
create and the amount of licensed products that would 
stem from his creation. Mindscapes’s Terminator is yet 
another creation based on the movie. 

This Terminator opens strong with a great intro 
(just like the movie) and a strong first level. Ii’s dark and 
desolate with well drawn ecto-skeletons appearing 
everywhere and eerie pulsating music. Everything is 
going well ... until level two. It’s almost liked they 
switched programmers here. The character is poorly 
drawn and stiff and you find yourself jumping around on 
half ladders sprinkled across a bland brick building. 
When you do reach the roof you are attacked by heli¬ 
copters. Problem is, your character is momentarily 
frozen, left to get hit and die. But wait! If yoii manage to 
get through all of this, what's next is an awesome dri¬ 
ving sequence with vertical walls that scale fast and 
smooth. 
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SUPER NES PREVIEW 
PREVIEW BY DR. JONES 

DATA e AS 

Heavy Dude 

Data East has designed a unique style of rc le playing 
game with Shadow Run. The story is set in the year 2050 
and the world has become a giant wasteland. Things aren’t 
always what they seem and you must use your judgment 
to figure out who you can trust and find out why you have 
become a shadow runner. You play the role of Jake 
Armitage, a man who for mysterious reasons was killed 
then resurrected. Now he must scour back alleys, check 
corporate offices, and regain his memory to find out who’s 
behind his death. 

Wow, talk about a plot. The game play view is a over¬ 
head 3/4 angle and the game control is easy. Your first 
weapon is a Berreta so until you raise your experience 
points you’ll be a pretty lousy shot, even at close range. 
Once you gain enough points or karma, you can use it to 
sharpen your computer skills, your magic, and a variety of 
other options. Another important element that inakes this 
game so great is the music. The different sound tracks fit 
each environment perfectly with pianos and digital instru¬ 
ments. Shadow Run is a game even non-RPG players will 
enjoy playing. The story is very involving and the action is 
non-stop throughout the game. As for avid RPG players, 
this game adds something new breaking awa/ from the 
norm. Look for a full review next month. 
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SUPER NES REVIEW 
REVIEW BYAU1 

\ 

Coming off what was possibly their best action title ever, 
Risky Woods, EA now brings you their new action game for 
the SNES...B.O.B. When you first get in to this game, you will 
undoubtedly have a smile on your face. B.O.B. himself is a 
crack-up. The programmers went overboard loading up this 
cute little robot with major personality, including countless 
sight gags and sound FX. The graphics and sound are well 
done with good color and excellent explosions after shooting 
an enemy. The basic goal of each level is to find the exit, this 
is where B.O.B. starts to fade. Each level is basically a more 
complex maze with different enemies and pitfalls, it just gets 
kind of boring running around trying to find the right items 
and an exit. Repetition is the problem. There are a few boss¬ 
es that help liven things up, but overall, there just wasn’t 
enough to hold my interest all the way through. I do think, 

however, that 
B.O.B. does have 
an audience out 
there. gamers 
who like solving 
puzzles may find 
this game to be 
the ultimate 
adventure. One 
thing is for sure, 
B.O.B. himself is 
an excellent char¬ 
acter...sequel, 
maybe? 
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Are you ready to shrink down to the size of a 
i-roach arid kick some butt? If so, go out and find 

txj J 
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Harley’s. If you’re in to action platform games, don’t 
pass this one up. What really stands out about this one 
are the character graphics and animations. Harley and 
the enemies alike display the best claymalion FX I have 
seen to date on a home system, and the huge rat boss 
(who appears throughout in different forms) is one 
graphic that will have you slammin’ the pause button. 
Harley’s is also laid out extremely well and features 
excellent diversity in levels to keep you going all the 
way through. 

The tunes may get a little repetitious, but, overall, 
Harley’s is a very worthwhile adventure. So, sharpen 
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When I first got Gods for my SNES, I thought “Cool, I can do a little com¬ 
parison with the Genesis version and no probfemo^on -writing my 
review!”, but things didh’t quite work out that way because they’reidenti- 

cal. The only difference was that the SNES has better sound 
-. r . ~ Effects.'So, I guess I really have to use my brain 6n this one and 
f write something meaty. The Bitmap Brothers have a distinctive- 
1 ness about their graphics that gives all their games a unique 

feel. Gods is unquestionably one of Jhose games. Gods has just 
enough challenge to satisfy me that I haven’t wasted 50 bucks 

^ i ■ <.« .. ■ ■ aruMjame t(jat I’ll solve in one sitting. 
Gods not only requires that you be an 
adept action/platform player, but y(}u 
must explore eaeh world thoroughly te 
go on to the next, and the bosses are 
to die for, (humor) As you can see they 
aredrawn extraordinarily well, but wait 
'til you see them animate! Pure bliss. I 
can hardly wait to see what’s in store 
for us in the future from the BB. 
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quite a unique uan 
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SEpriu (which really kicks!), and exiTeine 
IjSwIliu ifi u levels tlialiv i 111 lav I 
the game that you won’t want to stop until you’ve cleared 
“just one more level.” From villages to huge under¬ 
ground caverns, King Arthur’s Quest has beautifully 
detailed graphics, smooth animation, and huge boss¬ 
es at the end of each world. So if your looking for a 
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Are you ready for some¬ 
thing completely different? 
How about a kid with one 
eye and a tiny companion 
with an eye for a head that 
lives in his hair? Enter 
Kitaro. Kitaro and his 
father live in a ghost house 
full of mutants (makes 
sense, the guy in Kitaro’s 
hair is his dad). In fact, 
they are mutants. Anyway, 
one day they receive a let¬ 
ter from the future (1999) 
from Kitaro’s future girl¬ 
friend ... are you following 
me? The letter tells of 
Kitaro’s death, so now he 
must find the portal to the 
future and save himself. 
Tell me the guy that wrote 
this wasn’t smokin’ paint! 

Regardless of the 
story, Kitaro’s 
Adventure is 
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a pretty good game with 
phenomenal graphics and 
absolutely no trace of slow 
down or flicker. The only 
downfall is the game’s 
structure. In each level you 
basically defeat two 
guardians and then face 
the boss, trouble is, 
there’s not much in 
between. So, the levels, 
though numerous, are kind 
of short. Even with this 
shortcoming, however, 
Kitaro’s Adventure is a fun 
game with excellent play 
mechanics and tons of 
challenge. So, if you’re 
ready for a freak fest that 
breaks the mold, head 
back to the future with 
Kitaro’s Adventure. 
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SUPER NES REVIEW 
REVIEW BYE. STORM 
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Seta has decided to give us gamer’s 
in the U.S. a taste of the orient by 
bringing out their unique action 
platform title, Musya. This is def¬ 
initely not your run of the mill action 
game as it hosts a dark Japanese 
theme with a haunting sound track, 
truly unique enemies and boss¬ 
es, and a pike wielding lead char¬ 
acter who is reminiscent of a 
Samurai warrior and wields some 
powerful magic spells. The back¬ 
grounds in Musya are very origi¬ 
nal, ranging from eerie caves to 
bone laden battle fields, and they 
are highly detailed. As far as dif¬ 
ficulty and length, Musya deliv¬ 
ers on both counts. So the decid¬ 
ing factor in Muysa becomes the j 
strange graphics and the slow pace 
at which the game moves. This is 
not fast action, but slow mesmer¬ 
izing game play that requires a 
lot of patience to remain interest¬ 
ed in and reach the games high 
points, which are the last few lev- j 
els on your 2nd way through (after j 
beating the first levels you are sent 
back to the beginning and must go 
through again to reach the new lev¬ 
els). Overall Musya is an inter¬ 
esting effort, that because of it’s 
uniqueness will most likely appeal 
to the game player who has 
everything. 
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SUPER FAMICOM PREVIEW 
PREVIEW BYE. STORM 

1993 TELENET JAPAN/WOLFTEAM 

Once again, we raise the 
Wolfteam flag...But wait, this 
isn’t Sega, its Nintendo! Yes, 
the long overdue 1st game(that 
we can play at least) from 
Wolfteam is coming soon. It’s 
an action/RPG called 
l|Jeugier(Noi Gear), and it’s really 
something special. 

Wolfteam is known for innov¬ 
ative programming and new 
ideas, so they’ve taken a tried 
and true formula and added 
some new life. 

In Neugier, your lead charac¬ 
ter, in RPG style, runs and 
swings a sword, but this guy 
also jumps, not just across 
things, but up and down as well. 
This game is built on on two 
plains, so you can fall into and 
arise out of the play field. Our 
hero also carriers a grappling 
hook and WT has found many 
ways for him to use it. You can 
hook an item, drag it around or 
swing it into a wall to discover 
its contents. You can also hook 
on to platforms floating high in 
the air, and reel them in. In fact, 
mastering this technique is 
mandatory in the many intense 
jumping sequences throughout 
the game. 

Ow « W-\.Vt 

pg l 
i ~ 
Iava,u,vaa. 
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The other major standout in our early version is th€ 
music...masterful! There is also some incredible animatec 
characters and, of course, a great story and awesome graph 
ics. Wolfteam has done it again, this time on the Supei 
Famicom. I wonder what’s next ? Whatever you do, don’t le- 

4 
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PREVIEW BY TALKO 



MAD POINT 

start the game. The speed in this game is mind blowing. At times there are up to 15 cars on screen at once with 
no slow down and the game moving at a break neck pace. F-1 Exhaust Heat 2 offers players a chance to compete 
at 3 difficulty levels; Group C with a fantasy vehicle and F-3000 and Grand Prix, which allow you to compete in 
Formula 1 style machines. The first 2 levels have 8 courses each, with the Grand Prix level having all 16 Formula 
1 courses represented. The game is from a behind the vehicle Mode-7 perspective that is very similar to F-Zero. 

THE ULTIMATE TALKO 
TIP: Take the Talko-man’s 
advice on this one, go to 
the Grand Prix stage and 
build up your earnings, 
resisting the temptation 
to upgrade your vehicle 
along the way. If you do 
this, you will be treated to 
speed that will make your 
eyes water. ‘Nuff said, 
play the game... 
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As compared to the original title, the sequel is a quan¬ 
tum leap forward in video racing. For example, the cars 
that looked like little Matchbox(tm) cars in the original 
have been replaced by large, well defined machines that 
move effortlessly through the game’s 32 courses. 1 'he pro- 
grammers at Seta have taken the extra time to make 
sure that details like the aggressiveness of the comput¬ 
er drivers and the modeled G-Forces of the differenttracks 
were taken in to account. All of you racing fans o Jt there 
will be stoked by this title. The hardware geniuses at 
Seta have created software that belongs in the center of 
every driving maniac’s winner’s circle. 
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heck out this new fighting game. SD Flying 
larriors is the super sequel to Ultimate Fighter 
rid it looks really fun. With tons of moves and cool 
ttle characters, Culture Brain has finally made a 
ood game. Look for it around april in Japan. 

The long awaited Final Fight 2 is 
on it’s way to the Super Famicom. 
The sequel to Final Fight incorpo¬ 
rates two new characters not 
found in the original, and of 
course, the mighty Hagar. And it’s 
2 player simultaneous! Wow, I 
can’t wait for this one. 

.TIMK 

One of my favorite 
games at the recent 

| CES, Tazmania will 
make it’s way into Game 

§3fj*r Fan’s pages next month. 
Get ready for one of the 

-:♦>* funest and most unique 
games you’ve played in 

i long time. There’s great graphics, huge hills, 
incoming traffic, and even the she devil. Hey 
raz is just hungry. Find out more next month. 

Capcom’s Breath of Fire. . 
You know it’s going to be awe¬ 
some. More next month... 

/i. - '*•••* i—— 

Remember Air Diver? well, 
the Super Famicom version 
should blow it away. Super 
Air Diver incorporates 
Nintendo’s new DSP to give 
you scaling that will make 
your stomach turn. We’ll 
keep you posted on the 
development of this cart. 

i’OW'j 

rhis month we received so many letters regarding 
»tarfox that we thought we’d show you some more. 
Dan you feel the awesome power of the SFX? We can, 
md so will you! We’ll be bringing you a LARGE review 
3n this excellent game in next month’s Game Fan. 

All right! A new Konami shooter and 
it’s not Paradius. Straight out of 
Japan’s arcades, it’s Twin Bee. An 
awesome 2 player simultaneous shoot¬ 
er where you can not only shoot your 
opponents, but punch them too. Major 
scrolls here, and of course awesome 
Konami music. Full review next month. 



Experience the excitement of the Street Fighter II™ arcade game...at home! 
There is no other controller on the market which offers true arcade playing 
action, with the size, feel and durability of the Championship Joystick. 

So, while others may claim that their controllers are “Arcade Quality”, 
only C&.L Controls delivers true arcade action for your Super NES™. 

Special Features Include: 
• Cycolac 1000 (ABS Plastic) Construction Cham]piOtlSflip Joystick 
• True Arcacfe Joystick Buttons c^l Controls 

J Manufactured by KBM in the USA. 

• An 8 Foot Controller Cable 

• Total Compatability with ALL 

Super NES™ Games 

Nintendo and Super Nintendo Entertainment Systems 

are trademarks of Nintendo of America, Inc. 

Street Fighter II is a Registered Trademark of Capcom 

For Technical Information call 
1 -205-650-0038 

To Order Call: 1-800-264-8728 
24 Hours A Day! 

Dealer and Distribution inquiries are welcome 



TURBO PREVIEW 
PREVIEW BY K. LEE 

NGC AVGNUi 

There’s a great game coming out for the Turbo Duo and it doesn’t 
need spectacular graphics. It doesn’t need incredible sound and the 
play control is rather basic. But then again, it doesn’t need to be 
anything more than what it is. Even the theme of the game is quite silly. 
There is one big reason why it is such a good game, it’s fun! and it’s 
addictive. It will make you swear and if you play with more than one 
player it will make you want to get revenge. It’s Bomberman ‘93. Any 

time I play Bomberman my friends want to 
■ smiwu j0jn me That’s another great feature. You 

;,99 * » » s can play up to five players simultaneously, and 
when that happens you can be sure that the 
trash talking and the bold predictions won’t end 
any time soon. In this new version there are 
some brand new levels with more warps and 
cool rotating traps, and I’m sure that the 

reappearing barriers 
I w will keep you on your 
,£■ r .aA:« toes. Overall I m sure 
IBltegM that if you give 

? Bomberman ‘93 a try 
| « you will find a game that 

vM is loads of fun and will 
ikdMMMifl lifi make you say “I am 

c e o o © © Bomberman”. 
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If you own a Turbo Duo and you enjoy fighting games, you may have felt left 
out seeing the other systems getting all the cool one-on-one and side 
scrolling action fighting games. Well today’s your lucky day, Riot Zone is cin 
it’s way to the Duo. While we can only give you a preview because the game 
is unfinished, what we saw looked very promising. Done in the spirit of 
Final Fight and Streets of Rage, Riot Zone promises to be a hot commodi 
everywhere. You can pick from one out of two players (similar to Final Fic 
and each character has there own strengths and weaknesses along with 
They are also well drawn, animated, and colorful. Riot Zone features li 
backgrounds with a lot of variety and 

y for Turbo fans 
ht on the SNES) 
special moves, 

irge characters, 
jams. There are color, and rock music that really 
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TURBO DUO REVIEW 
REVIEW BY YOSHI 
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TURBOGRAFX PREVIEW 
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REVIEW BY The Enquirer 

Bonk’s back, bigger and better than ever, 
and this time you have the option of play¬ 
ing with two players, cool, huh? In Bonk 3, 
you get the same level of high quality 
graphics and music that you have come to 

expect from the Bonk-man. There are really no 
new surprises, no parallax scrolling, not much of a 
variation on the Bonk theme and essentially the 
same graphic presentation.The most exciting 
option you have in Bonk 3 is the ability to turn in 
to Kong Bonk and Super Tiny Bonk. Kong Bonk 
has to be seen to be believed, he is one of 
the largest controllable sprites ever seen in 
a video game. Although I found the game to M 
be a little on the slow side and Bonk 3 pro- 
vided no new challenge, Bonk fans will not 
want to miss the thrill of guiding their king- 
sized hero through this new adventure. 
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Super NES 
Pugsley’s Scavenger 
Cool World 
Alien 3 
Super High Impact 
Shadow Run 
Cybernator 
Taz-Mania 

l CD GENESIS PC DUO 
an Returns Battletoads Cotton 
ma NFL Flintstones Double Dragon 2 
natorCDr Flashback 
tall Out of this World Super Darius 2 
AGO Cyborg Justice llt£0 8E0 
:te Again ^.^enu. Call for Dates 

yes IKsS Master 3 Count Bout 
J|3 TURBO SRAFX World Heroes 2 
Striker Bonk 3 Fatal Fury 2 
Warriors Bomberman ‘93 Sengoku 2 
n City TURBO DUO Magician Lord 2 
CD Dungeon Explorer 2 Art °* P*9hting 
[the Beholder Riot Zone Viewpoint 

Lords of Thunder Super Side Kick 

Serving The Entire Worlld Since 1989! 

FI Exhaust Heat 2 
■ 2020 Baseball 
I Starfox 
I Twinbee 
I Dead Dance 
I Ikari Warriors 
I Great Battle 3 

18612 VENTURA BLVD., TARZANA, CA 91356 
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• Exclusive news and 
information from around 
the world. 

• Honest reviews by gamers 
that specialize in that type 
of game. 

• Higher quality paper. 
• High Res Screen Shots. 
• Awesome original artwork. 
• Exclusive interviews. 

ONLY 

IT’S EASY! 

• More info on the games 
you want to see most. 

• Monthly readers’ Top Ten. 
• More Sega, Super CD and 

Neo Geo! 
• Exclusives from Japan you 

won’t see anywhere else! 

Just fill out the Subscription form 
on page 83 and send it in! 

• Coverage on the RPG’s t 
other guys never show! 

• Expanded coverage on a 
the new systems and cul 
ting edge technology. 

• Monthly tips and codes \ 
won’t find anywhere else 

• And much, much more! 

OR CAL 

(818) 774-2011 
VISA, MasterCard & Discover Accepted 
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PC ENGINE REVIEW 
REVIEW BY YOSHI 

vious Gradius games, but 
with tons of humor, not 
plain old boring bosses 
and backgrounds. The 
music is also funny, with 

some of the best 
music to come 
out of a PC 

I Engine game, 
W w ever. 

The PC Engine version 
of the popular Konami 
arcade classic, is breath¬ 
taking. As the first 8 meg 
card, and the first Konami 
game to appear 
on the PC \ 
Engine, this is a ■ 
dead on, direct 
arcade transla- 
tion. The graph- f* 
ics are excellent 
and the cartoony 
characters are everything if you like Konami’s 
you would expect from Gradius series, and are 
quality game design. in search of a good 

There are about 9 shooter, Parodius is the 
stages taken from all pre- definite choice! 
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eapon best suited for that level. It also helps to have player two fighting on the 
oftops and higher places, as enemies emerge both high and low. With so few action 
les available on PC Engine, I would have to say that Horror Story ranks high. Although 

there’s not much innovation here, the game is fun to play, is long and 
diverse and has a good soundtrack and above average graphics, when 
compared to others on this format. I really hope all of you PC/Duo fans 
don’t overlook this one, you deserve a good action game once in awhile. 
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SCORE 

Thoseof youJtonoj'ap out and bought s Genesis on day one SS 
(like I clidjiare undoubtedly familiar wit^J.a§t Battle. Remeber j| 
tfejfirst time you saw tfie scrolls?.-! couldn’t believe it! 'Ofc n 
Cotirse,now we’re all spoiled.«We’re looking for scaling and* L 
rotation, massive soundtracks and a zillion colors.. Btlt,.stilf - 
it’§ fun to looIrback.'Yoirknow, to this day, Last Battle is | 
-hoTa'bad game (though I prefer the-import with the spyjtfnfl 
blood), and if you never bought it, one that I would recotn-^j 
mend picking up used. It’s fun, not only to see how far! | 
we’ve come, but to see how lame some developers.are'whoH“- 

.to this day, haven’t matched Last Battle’s qualityWe dyg'l 

SCORE 
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Magician Lord is a masterpiece in my opinion. It is one of, if not the, best action 

platform game ever created. Witfi only 46 megs, it easily out plays those “100 mega shocks”. The 
Postmeister has been going crazy lately over all the letters asking how to conquer this mighty challenge so he 
asked Kid Fan to lend a helping hand. The following pages will point out some of the more critical parts of 
the game. This should help you finish it in no time. Magician Lord is destined to become a Neo Geo classic, and 
is a true test for any Die Hard gamer. Oh, and by the way Alpha, where’s part 27. . . I’m waiting. . . 

Level 1 

nd and jump here. e to avoid the fireballs Duck 
hHHBI mi 

Kill all the birds before trying to move on! 

LeveC 2 

Sfioot enemies before going up. Ahh, the third power up! After spike stick to the rniddie Just duck and jump 

Power Up Door. Walk under and shoot, Boss Door. Yeesh, bad breath! 
80 



ilk under the flying babes. He’s handi-capable! Jump left from here ... ... avoiding the platforms ... 

... landing here ... ...for these great power ups. KiU the green girls first. No problemo here. 

81 
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Don't pass this up! Fall off and land on the first opening, or it's a (ongfigl It's not over 

Just when you thought it was over 
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f Here is just a small sampling of sc 
of the great RPG’s Japanese gam 

^ are enjoying while we are stuck v 
our quickie action and shooting gar 

i here in the states. Basically Ameri< 
} companies are playing it safe prod 

ing what they know (or they think tl 
know) the masses will buy. Well, it’s t 

for us to wake them up! If we w 
RPG’s here in the states we have tc 
them know. To date Sega has announ 
both Shining Force and Landstalker 

, U.S. release. At least that’s a start. Li 
3 for longer and more in depth R 

specials regularly as Game Fan gro 

'iVA.v.. XCMJ 

As we remain constantly dry on RPG’s . HP here in the Uniti 
of the reason we bought Sega CD’s?), gamers in Japan are 
of quality 1st generation CD role playing games. Fhey-A 
really got in to on my Mega CD and is one that I will never f< 
ly to 3 things; number one, the music Fhey-Area is bless 
most dramatic and involving music I have ever heard. Nun 
Wolfteam’s geniuses give you 2 windows. On one side yc 
magic, you then see the results of your carnage in the er 
animated nicely. There is also some smooth scaling as yo 
plan to attack, and some of the magic spells are dazzlin 
attention to detail. Each town and every character is draw 
the smallest detail. A good American RPG player will go thrc 

'l
l 
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DIFFICULTY (American Player) 
HARD 

APPROX. LENGTH: 
100+ HOURS 

Hey, E. Storm again. Aisle Lord was the 2nd RPG I played on my Mega CD, and let me start off by 
saying I hope you have a lot of time to play RPG’s, because this game will suck you in for a long, long 
journey. I can remember being stuck in the latter dungeons for up to 10 hours at a time. In Aisle Lord, 
you will travel through huge towns, forests that seem to go on forever and long, cavernous labyrinths. 
The scrolling in all these venues is smooth and seamless. The fight scenes in Aisle Lord, although not 
as graphically impressive as Fhey-Area, are some of the most involved you will ever encounter, with a 
huge variety of strategies. For instance, you can lay down a graph and actually walk each character to 
a separate location in the 3D environment, before you even engage in battle. Some fight scenes can 
last up to 10 minutes, while others are as short as 1 minute. There are countless magic spells, as well 
as healing and special attacks. But, perhaps the best thing about Aisle Lord is that it allows you to 
escape. After a few hours, you will feel as if you are in the game. Aisle Lord also features some of the 
most creative animation sequences I have seen to date, and a nice full motion intro. I highly recom¬ 
mend Aisle Lord to adventurous and well skilled RPG players, its just beautiful. 

For more information on Fhey-Area(l hope you have a Mega-CD), write to Game Fan c/o me, E. Storm 
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One of, if not the, best experi¬ 
ences I have had since l started 
playing RPC's is Lunar. 
Gamearts poured their heart 
and soul in to this game and the 
result is pure magic. Lunar has 
everything an RPC player could 
ever ask for; brilliant, colorful 
and detailed towns with per¬ 
fect attention to detail, incredi¬ 
bly detailed characters and ene¬ 
mies who take place in animat¬ 
ed fight scenes that make Final 
Fantasy look like 8-bit and 
music that is so incredible, l 
guarantee you will listen to it 
over and over, long after you 
have beaten the game, 

in Lunar, you and Ales' take 



>ff on a huge adventure across the sea, to the magical floating 
:ity and all its vast surrounding areas. Lunar is a massive game 
Hied with brilliant animation sequences between big events, and 
in ending that you will not believe, if this game is not picked up 
jver here, it will convince me once and for all that some of the so 
ailed marketing pros are brain donors. But, since l know that’s 
lot true, I'll look forward to playing Lunar again. And, l won’t 
leed Kei to translate everything for me this time 
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FF V is one of the only games on the market that truly shows off 16 megs of programming power. This cart cont 
ues the tradition of previous FF games on SNES. The game features outstanding graphics (of course), impressi 
sound and music, some new features not found in previous FF adventures, and a strong story line with a de« 
involved quest. 

As mentioned earlier, this game has some new features, including: a new JOB system, submarines, an improved A' 
system and facial expressions on each of the characters. JOB systems are featured so each character can change I 
reputation and abilities at any time during the game. For instance, if you have a knight, you can make him perfo 
white magic. In brief, you can create characters such as; knights with white magic, ninjas with caller magic, thiev 
with coin throws, etc.. A submarine is offered as a new mode of transportation, where your character can travel eitf 
on the surface of or under the water with the touch of a button. The graphic detail in the game extends to clever fac 
expressions that are used during almost every event, adding a touch of humor not often found in role playing game 

FF V is also known for a character named Chocobo (Chickens). In past adventures, Chocobo did not play an imp< 
tant role in the quest. But, in this version he is critical to the outcome of the game. Overall, FF V is the best RPG I ha 
played on the SFC/SNES. Final Fantasy Five is a must buy for any role playing freak and is highly recommended. 
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Dragon Ball Z is based on the popular Japanese comic 
j cartoon series. There are 7 balls spread throughout the 
rid. Obtain all 7 and the white dragon will appear and 
ike your wishes come true. Our main character “Son 
ku” and his friends are in a race against time to find these 
lls and keep them out of the hands of the evil freezers, 
o plan to use their powers to control the entire universe, 
lat sets DBZ apart from other RPG’s is the “card battle 
stem”, Where, instead of buying weapons and armour 
:h money, you receive 5 cards before each battle display- 
I 2 sets of numbers and one big letter in the center. To do 
>re damage in battle the attack number on your card must 
higher than your enemies (the defense mechanism works 
i same way). The center letters represent martial arts 
rles used in battle. The animated battles in DBZ are spec- 
:ular, it’s like watching a cartoon! This is an RPG experi- 
ce DBZ fans must have, but even if you’ve never seen 
IZ, it’s still an interesting game due to the unique fighting 
enes and the ability to fly around the map. If you’re a pro 
import RPG’s it’s worth a look, but for novice RPG play- 
5, it may be a bit too complex... Hope for a US. release. 
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Dragon Quest brings back some of the best memories n 
life, as I’ve played every quest on the 8 Bit Famicom. I have bee 
eagerly awaiting the arrival of a 16bit version for a long, lor 
time. So, when it finally showed up I was happy beyond word 
What I find so exciting about the Dragon Quest series is the gre 
playability and the highly involved and well planned story line. 

A long, long time ago, the evil monster King was killed k 
Heroes from heaven, since then a few hundred years have passe 
with no fear. But a mysterious darkness has approached th 
peaceful world. So now you and your father will set out on a jou 
ney through the world of DQV to solve its mystery. During tk 
course of this adventure you will grow from the age of 8 to adu 
and eventually you and your father will save the world. 

Look for more on this awesome RPG in our next RPG special 

St? 3 H279 H258 H270 



Shun and Michiko are the best couple in their Jr. High 
School. One day, on the way home, a funny looking rabbit 
with red eyes appears to them and transports them into the 
amazing world of Vilgust...Shun wakes up alone only to be 
confronted by 4 warriors who tell him Michiko has been kid¬ 
napped. Shun befriends them and they set out together to 
rescue her. You’ll be using both weapons and magic in the 
many battle scenes. However, each time you fight the same 
enemy, you will earn less and less, so you must travel to gain 
experience quickly. Vilgist has awesome music. I think music 
is one of the most important aspects in an RPG and Vilgust’s 
music, with the extra bass, will keep you going. Another 
strong point is the size and detail of the characters. They 
appear large on the play field and have big heads and small 
bodies, like Super Deformers. You can see their eyes, nose 
and mouth if you look closely. Even though Vilgust is a stan¬ 
dard RPG, it is one of the best of its kind. I believe that it will 
keep you involved from beginning to end. Find one and get it 
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S€GA OF JAP/I 

1,000 years ago, there was a dark evil power destroy¬ 
ing the world, the people called it, Dark Dragon, and were 
powerless against it. Then one day, the goddess of light 
and power stood up and fought the Dark Dragon, finally 
sealing it deep underground. But just before sealing the 
tomb the dragon cried out “I will be resurrected in 1,000 
years”. This became a legend and has been passed down 
for generations. 1,000 years have now passed and now 
the country of Ruinfast is at war with Gardiana. 

Shining Force is an icon driven strategy/RPG. The 
Icon system allows the game to move at a rapid pace. When 
you are in the fighting mode you will strategically set up 
your legions for battle on the hexagon battlefield. Don’t 
let this remind you of boring strategy games, the music 
here is excellent and once the fighting begins (especially 
in the latter levels where powerfull magic is used) you will 
witness some of the best graphics you have ever seen 
and awesome special effects. Shining Force contains 8 

engulfing scenarios, and over 30 long grueling bat¬ 
tles. I guarantee you won’t want to put this one 
down once you get in to it. I’ve beaten this twice and 
am currently going through it a third time, it’s 
always new. Look for a full review on the U.S. ver¬ 
sion next month. 



S€GA JAPAN 
ACT/RPG 
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All the kingdoms of the world are at peace but the evil queen 
“Desire”, who possesses the Ring of the Spider, and is in league 
with the devil, becomes jealous of these peaceful times and decides 
to murder every king and take over the entire world. This is a 
story of a young boy who survives this carnage only to awake with 
amnesia. Now, with only the markings on his hand to lead him, 
he sets out to find the truth and destroy the evil queen for what 
she has done. As I started playing this game I realized there was 
much more to it than I ever expected. The graphics in the dun¬ 
geons are well shaded and highly detailed. The dungeons in 
King Colossus are not as complex as ones found in Similar RPG’s, 
but are just as challenging because of the many enemies you must 
defeat. At one point in the game you are captured and enslaved, 
you must then fight in a tournament for your freedom. The on going 
story line helped keep me involved in this quest. The playability 
in King Colossus is very good. Your main character controls 
perfectly and has one button for magic, one for jumping and one 
for using weapons. The sequence of events and challenging 
dungeons will keep you interested all the way through. I found 
myself playing this game for hours every day. And although this 
game doesn’t stack up to games like Zelda and Landstalker, I high¬ 
ly recommend it to all action RPG enthusiasts. 
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Hey you! I’m the Postmeister here to answer all your questions, no matter what you want to ask me, a 
I’ve got the answer! So write me a letter or i’ll come to your house and steal your mail ... cuz I’m CrAzY!! 

Dear Postmeister, 
I have only one thing to say about your 

magazine (Boom!), it has the best information and 
reviews that I have ever seen. I must say it is the 
only one that displays the correct color of the games. 
I also like the thick pages in your magazine, they 
don’t rip like the other ones. You are now my #1 
magazine. My question is: Is Strider 2 going to be 
as good as the first? And how about some screen 
shots? Don’t change a thing! 

Sincerely, 
Jamie P. Di’Andrade 
Green Belt, Maryland 

Dear Postmeister, 
First of all I love the magazine. You have 

incredible pictures and reviews. I especially like 
your great coverage op the Turbo Duo. The other 
magazines all seem anti-Twrbo. I have one question. 
Is there a controller withjPbre ijuttons in store for 
the Turbo Duo? Thar^j^oi^rfkeep up the excel¬ 
lent work. P.S. Any wofUlWnatcher by Konami? 

From your new reader, 
Kevin Gibson 
Chelsey, Alabama 

Dear Kevin, j 
We will continue our in-depth coverage on both 
the Turbo and PC Duo, we feel these systems still 
have a lot to offer. With games like Dungeon Explorer 
2 and Snatcher (which will come out over here) on 
the way, these systems will continue to get our 
full support. As for a new controller, Fighting Street 
2 is currently in development so I wouldn't be sur¬ 
prised if there's a new controller to go along with 
it, but no formal announcement has been made. 
Stay glued to Other Stuff for constant updates. 

Dear Postmeister, 
I’ve just received my first issue of Game 

Fan and it blew my head off (just a figure of speech). 
Wow! It’s as big as your competitors, your mag is 
definitely worth the money. I have a couple of ques¬ 
tions that I hope you will answer. 1.) I was wondering 
if there is any way I could get my hands on your first 
issue? 2.) Will you guys really go to Japan to get 
a game that I might want to see? 3) Will you guys 
feature more things about Japan? Thank you for 
hearing me out, Domo Arigato Gozaimasu! 

Dear Jamie, 
Thanks for the BOOM! As for Strider 2, the early ver¬ 
sion I played at the recent CES looked very promis¬ 
ing, although the character could have used more 
animation. Unfortunately, there is some legal 
trouble regarding the name (which will undoubtedly 
now change), so the game has been pushed back. 
We'll keep you up to date and try to bring you a 
preview as soon as possible. P.S. (if you have a 
SNES check out Run Saber, it's almost identical 
to Strider, and it's 2 player). Thanks for the letter! 

Sincerely, 
Greg “Sashimi-X” Kam 
Pearl City, Hawaii 

Dear Shashimi, 
Your copy of our first issue is already on the way 
to Hawaii. As far as going to Japan, Kei has strong 
relationships with many third party companies so 
we don't need to travel there to bring you our incred¬ 
ible exclusives. However, we will visit Japan at least 
six times this year, especially for shows and to bring 
you more information on what's happening over¬ 
seas. 

To the mighty Postmeister, 
I lit my torch and unsheathed my sword 

and headed down the moss filled corridor. A pair 
of oak doors stood at the end. I approached. Sweat 
was beading down my neck. The time has come. I 
kicked open the door and inside was an Enormously 
Gross Monster. I slashed out, tearing it into pieces. 
Its reign had ended. Inside was a golden chest. I 
opened it. “Yes! The next issue of Die Hard Game 
Fan!” My waiting was over. As I paged through it, 
I saw pictures as bright and clear as an RGB screen, 
drawings throughout that were amazing, and reviews 
that would rock the gaming world, jokes that would 
make me laugh, and more information in a single 
page than in volumes of other mags. So I took out 
my amulet and asked the mighty Postmeister to 
answer my questions. When will Landstalker be 
in our grasps in this land? Will you please contin¬ 
ue to have pages like page 17 of the January issue? 
And could you do a review of all the RPG’s com¬ 
ing out or have a pick of the best like your Fight 
Special in January? The questions were done. I 
put the amulet back into my bag and went off to 
spread the news of Game Fan through all the land. 
The new leader in Gamedom. 

Ryle, The Magstalker 
Oceanport, New Jersey 

Dear Magstalker, 
This awesome letter just got you a free subsc 
tion to Game Fan. One would guess you play qi 
a few RPG's. How’d you like our special in this issi 
As for Land Stalker, it is scheduled for a 4th qi 
ter release. Sega heard us! Keep the awesome 
ters coming. It's nice to talk to someone who's 
crazy as I am. P.S. look for Mega Shots in our n 
issue. 

THE REASON WE MAKE GAME FAN ... 
Dear Game Fan, 

It’s about time a magazine has come < 
that I can read and not feel as though I’m steal 
candy from a baby. You treat us all with the utm 
in respect. Listen up hobbyists, this is the ma 
zine that sends shivers down the spines of all 
competition. This is the magazine that all die hi 
video game hobbyists can turn to for the besl 
depth reporting anywhere on this side of the gala 
Why you might ask? I’ll tell you why. They’re i 
just the owners of the best magazine in the bu 
ness, they are gamers just like you and I. They 
the best in the game. They’re Die Hard. 

Let me tell you how important this hot 
is to me. I am disabled, confined to a wheel ch 
since birth, always wanting to compete in athl 
ics and not being able to. But times have chang 
for me and many other disabled Americans. Becai 
of video games, we can now compete in a world tl 
is made of chips and bytes. The world that all 
hobbyists know and love as the video game wor 
It’s not just kid stuff anymore. 
Thank you for your time. 

R.P. 
Halifax, Mass. 

‘Nuffsaid. 
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! get going with some big news to start out this month’s Other Stuff... Are you ready? 
Here’s the exclusive first news on Street Fighter 3. This new version will incorporate only two of the original cast 

i part two, Ryu and Sagat. You know what that means... 14 new characters! Now, when Ryu does his fireball, he has 
tura around him, and Sagat can now do a tiger knee helicopter kick. Instead of 3 special moves per character, there 
now 5, and there is no more lag time after throwing a fireball, you can now automatically connect it with a dragon 
ch. And there’s no more charging to do moves like Guile’s sonic boom or Blanka’s spinning ball from part 2. There 
also be one command that all the characters can use. As far as new characters, we know about two so far, Chun Li’s 
nger sister, and Bison’s mentor (who will be the last boss), his name is Shadow Lu. Street Fighter 3 is only a working 
(even the name may change). This new game will incorporate two new 16 bit processors created by Capcom, which 
be running parallel to each other (parallel processing). We’ll have more info for you next month and maybe a big sur- 
e. Remember you heard it here first. 
v for some Nintendo news... 

We hear Nintendo’s 2nd SFX game Super Hero Racing will be much faster than Starfox because it is using the 
I version of the new chip (Starfox used a preliminary version), and is all first person perspective like F-Zero but with 
ure mapped polygons lining the sides of the road. This game is approximately 50% complete and our source tells us 

: it is the best driving game he has ever seen, including even the arcades. 
re SFX news... 

The third SFX game will be an action shooter that allows you to walk freely through a 3D environment, and the 
rth game is rumored to be some type of adventure game. We’ll try to bring you more on these two games next month, 
far as third parties go, JVC is working on Return of the Jedi (they’re first SFX game), which is slated for release some 
j next year. Konami is also hard at work on they’re first SFX title Jastlevanie V, which is about 25% complete. There 
slight possibility that this game could end up on the CD. This, of course, depends on weather the CD comes out on 

i. Konami is also working on Turtles V, which will be an entirely new game and may incorporate the 4 player tap. 
>k for this one late this year. And finally Konami’s second SFX game is said to be a Cybernator type shooter where 
r interacting with other characters, you can choose them in battle. This info is way early so some things could 
nge. Look for this title mid to late next year. Capcom is working on a sequel to Area 88, which will be 2 player simul- 
30us and feature all new levels. We probably won’t see this one until next winter’s CES. 
d now for some Sega... 

The new re-designed Genesis/CD combo (CD 2) is coming soon, and Sega has also announced a price on their 
/ virtual reality system. The VR Voyage will retail under $199 and can be used with the activator for a realistic virtual 
lity experience. As far as games go, the most exciting news is the announcement of a new ickey Mouse adventure 
Sega CD that will incorporate all your favorite Disney characters, this new game will use the 4 player tap and allow 

i to control Mickey, Donald, Pinochio, and Goofy. And don’t forget about Real Fighters, Sega’s awesome new fighting 
ne is nearing completion. Konami’s first Sega CD game will be Lethal Enforcers and Over in Japan, Konami is work- 
on Castlevanis for the Mega Drive. Here’s some more interesting Sega news... Sega may plan to market Mega Drive 
nes that never made it to the U.S. featuring the Sega seal of approval, that means games like Magical Troll would 
illy be available in the U.S. Sega has also announced that they will be bringing out Landstalker later this year (Good 
lice!). And finally, extra footage was filmed for Jurassic Park that can only be seen on the Sega CD and 3D0 systems, 
I a new Sonic cartoon will premiere this fall, and guess who’s doing the voice? We hope that this cartoon does Sonic 
lice and doesn’t look stiff like most Saturday morning cheapies. 
avy hitters... 
m all we’ve heard about the up coming new systems, the 3DC seems to be the most promising. This new machine 
i un- believable capabilities, like a graphics animation processor that delivers 50x the performance of current video 
ne systems, millions of simultaneous colors, CD quality sound with digital processing, full screen full color video at 
Frames per second, a 32 bit RISC CPU for interactive processing, a double speed CD rom player for faster data access 
1 transfer, and a multitasking operating system. What scares me is the list of applications, which include: Home video 
ting (yawn), children’s story books (yawn), edutainment (yawn), multi media encyclopedias (big yawn), and last on 
ir list is “realistic video games”. Lets hope they make enough of these to make it worth the heavy price tag. And one 
i\ note, we know for a fact that the Atari Jaguar is real. It’s a 64 bit system and they’re shooting for a price around 
)0. Supposedly, ail current Lynx developers will be producing games. This leaves the Lynx in certain peril. We’ll have 
re killer information for you next month in Other Stuff. 
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I don’t know 
about you, but if 
this is Blaze I 
would love to 
be Axel! 
Although I 
doubt I could 
keep my mind 
on the fighting. 
Actually this is 
Reina Hazuzi, 
star of the Bare 
Knuckle com¬ 
mercial in 
Japan.Kel is 
working on a 
portfolio for a 
future issue. 

July Is going to be a great month. We can’t wait 
to get our hands on the new Pioneer Laseractlve 
LD rom. Which will play the all new Mega 
LD’s and PC Engine CD’s (with the added U? 
hardware shown above). Because of it’s pBS 
heavy price tag, this system may not be for |'f| 
everyone. But, no worrlesl Game Fan will 
have extensive coverage on this and all the f-:" 
new CD rom’s for ‘93 and an all new section. 

Ace international corespondent Kei 
Kuboki wanted us to show you the 
massive hordes of people he had to 
fight through at the Sega World 
show. Are you happy now Kel? 

Here It Is, the first 
screen shot of 
Jurassic park for 3D0. 
From what we saw the 
game actually mimics 
real life. Of all the new 
system’s 3D0’s the 
one to watch! 

If you’ve still got 
your NES don’t 
miss Joe & Mac. 

This game Is 
loaded with scrolls 

and colors. We 
couldn’t believe It 
was an 8 bit game. 

Lookout TG16I 



lere's a side scrolling action game only E. Storm could love, Legend of Ultra 

turning Soul. Don't expect this game to ever make it over here but, look for a 

ull review in Quarter Cruncher's, Game Fan's up coming arcade section. 

Mystic 
Warriors is 
on it’s way 
to America. 

We had to 
show you 
some new 
shots 

because this one looks like it’s going 
to be Amazing! Expect it sometime in 
April at an arcade near you. 

Following the success of Alpha Denshi’s World 
Heroes comes World Heroes 2. In this version you can 
now pick from 14 characters instead of 8. The new 
version includes character vs character, faster game 
play, and some awesome hidden moves (similar to 
Fatal Fury). Fatal Fury 2 move over, Alpha Denshi’s 
new fighting game could be the new king of the hill! 

Capcom has another potential mega hit on their hands with Muscle Bomber, (American title could change) which includes 

Hagar from Final Fight and 9 others. Hagars moves include: his trademark pile driver, double arm buster, and the screwdriver. 

The only thing this game has in common with actual wrestling are the regulations (ring outs and pins, etc.). Other than that it’s 

filled with special moves Hulk Hogan could only dream of. No date has yet been announced, but we’ll keep you posted. 
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OPEN MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY • DEALERS ONLY PLEASE 

CALL OR FAX FOR DETAILED MONTHLY SCHEDULES AND PRICING INFORMATIO 

Streets of Rage 
Prince of Persia 
Shinobi 2 
Alien 3 
Double Dragon 
Terminator 

Summer Assault 
Time Cruise 
Samurai Ghost 
Shockman 

Name_ 
Phone _ 
Add ress_ 
City_State_Zip_ 

□ VISA Master Card □ 
Send Checks or Money orders to Die Hard Game Fan 18653 Ventura Blvd., Ste 640, Tarzana, CA 91356 

Credit Card#_ 

Expiration Date 
Signature_ 

Or Call 1-818-774-2010 For Phone Orders 
Make Check or Money Orders Payable to Die Hard Game Fan. Canada & Mexico add S10.00 

All other foreign add $20.00. Allow 6-8 weeks for your first issue. 
California residence add 8 1/4% sales tax 

GENESIS 
Toys Adv. Absolute 
Tecmo World Cup Spt. Tecmo 
Stridor 2 Act. U.S. Gold 
Out ol this World Adv. Virgin 
Bulls vs. Blazers Spt. 
Barrs Nightmare Adv. 
FIS Strike Eagle Sim. 
Humans Pzj. 

Dungeon Master Rpg. Hudson 

Sim Earth Sim. Hudson 

Terminator Act. 
Dracula Act. 
Joe Montana Spt. 
Monkey Island Rpg. 
INKS Music Video Ept. 
Out of this World Adv. 
Rise of the JDragon Rpg. 
Time Gal Adv. 

Dream Probe 
Combatribps 
Magic Johnson 
Mech Warrior 
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Activision 
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Flying Edge 
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AS YOU KNOW, AMERICAN RELEASE DATES CHANGE F 
QUENTLY. THIS IS THE LATEST SCHEDULE AVAILABL 

DIRECT FROM THE COMPANIES REPRESENTED. WE W 
INFORM YOU OF ANY CHANGES. 

READERS’ SURVEY 
MOST WANTED/TOP TEN 

Address 
City_ 

i Age. 
.State 

i System(s) owned 
How many games do you buy per year? 

What type of game do you prefer? 

Please write on a separate sheet what your mos 

wanted/top ten games are. 



your tank with high octane action! Forget the 

ieed ahead to your nearek Sega CD retgfler! 

Licensed by Sega of America, Inc. for play on the Sega CD'“ System. Sega. Sega CD and the official 
seals are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. Road Avenger is a trademark ol Renovation Products, 
Inc. 1992 Data East. 1993 Telenet (Woll team)/Renovation Products. Inc. All rights resorvod. 

Take a Drive Off the Deep 
End with Road Avenger! 

Take it to the extreme. Road Avenger 
for the Sega CD gives you the license 
to do whatever it takes to wipe 
S.C.U.M. (Secret Criminal Under¬ 
ground Movement) off the highway. 
Ever smash a car through a hotel 
lobby? Spin off a bridge at high 
speed? How about tearing up the 
beach on the tail of perpetrators? 
Now's your chance! Gear up for the 
ultimate hot pursuit. Road Avenger, 
so much fun it should be illegal! 

• Full CD soundtrack! 
• Digitally recorded stereo sound 

puts you right in the game! 
• In your face close-ups! 
• Over 30 minutes of full 

motion animation! 
• Heads-up-display keeps your 

eyes on the action! 
• Nine rubber burning stages! 
• Head spinning 360 

degree scrolling! 
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Hey, now it’s your turn to be James Bond! 
All you have to do is rescue hostage 
scientists from a Caribbean island. 

Defeat a mad professor and J., t his ruthless army. 
Take on all of Bond’s 

I old arch enemies. Enter 
a volcano. Blow up an 

, enemy space shuttle. And 

/ of course, save the world. 
L That’s not too much to ask 
A of you, the world’s greatest 

secret agent... is it? 


